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FORECAST
Cknidjp with sunoy periods t o  
day and Tuesday with a few 
ahm era both days. Little change 
In temperature. Southerly winds 
over the Okanagan today 
p otherwise winds light.
The Daily Courier HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Tuesday at Kelowna 92 and 45. Tempera* tures recorded Saturday 40 and 5* with .06 Inches ol rain. Sunday 
a.t and 44 with .17 inches of rain.
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The Dally Courier will not 
publish Tuesday, November 11, 
Remembrance Day In recogni­
tion of the sacred nature of the 
observance. This has been tra­
ditional with The Courier.
Reports of city and district 
cerenjonies, however, will be 
carried in full in Wednesday’s 
Courier along with pictures.
FIFTY - YEAB-OLD Okana­
gan landmark, W. H. Smith 
block. Vernon, was destrtqred 
early Sunday m'ofnihg by stub­
born fire that attracted hun­
dreds of persons to downtown 
area. Preliminary estimates 
place loss a t $200,000, but how 
m u c h ^ tb a t  is covered by in­
surance isn’t  known at pres­
ent. Destroyed was a bakery 
and cafe, a drug store, apart­
ments, offices for doctor, den­
tist and" optometrist, also office 
for photographer and account­
ing service. Crowds which 
hampered firemen later were 
Icept at safe.distance as fep s  
jnoimted that 'front. of, build­
ing' wataaCcoUapse.;'  vEiSoh’sr̂ : 
worst fire in 18 months was be­
lieved to have started in cafe 
kitchen. At least three persons 
were trapped for a time, but all 
escaped.  ̂One__'fireman was 
shaken up durihf^fight'to suS^ 
.due flames. -Apart from build­
ing Itself, thousands of dollars 
in stock and professional eqiup- 
ment was destroyed, adding to 
total loss, (See story on Page 





VANCOUVER (CPI — Police 
said Sunday they believe the 
shooting death of former DEW 
Line employee Merrcll O’Donnel 
last week was suicide.
llie  coroner’s jury which in­
vestigated the 27-year-old man’s 
death returned a verdict ruling 
out suicide.
A box of Communist literature 
and color photographs of secret 
Dew Line radar sites were found 
in the dead man’s downtown 
hotel room. There was also a 
letter from O’Donnel’s mother, 
living in London, England, saying 
she was holidaying in Russia at 
the expense of the U.S.S.R. 
RCMP have been called in and 
a far-reaching spy investigation 
is understood to be under way in 
connection with the man’s death
WEATHER WON'T HALT OBSERVANCE
Kelowna 
November 11 Ceremon
Only severe inclement weather 
will hinder the Canadian Legion 
from carrying out the annual Re­
membrance Day ceremonies at 
the City Park’s Cenotaph and 
Memorial Arena.
Ip the ct«nt of much rain (or
snow)—and the .threat of precipi­
tation is imminent—Legion offi­
cials plan holding the service in­
doors, but just where wasn’t con­
firmed by press time. But likely 
it would be either the Empress 
theatre or the Centennial hall.
94-Year-Old Journal 
Joins Thomson Dailies
BARRIE, Ont. (CPI—The 94- tion and for the last seven years 
year-old Barrie Examiner, a tri­
weekly since 1951, today joined 
this ranks of Canada’s dally news­
papers.
Tlie newspaper, acquired by 
the' Thomson Company in Sep­
tember, 1957, ha.s become a mem­
ber of The Canadian Press.'
'Hie Examiner was founded In 
1864 by William Manley Nlchol 
son, llamiUon publlshor. It has 
since changed hands a number of 
times and has variously been t 
weekly, n twice-weekly pv>bllca
has appeared on Mondays, Wed' 
nosdays and Fridays.
W. K. Walls, president from 
1949 until the newspaper was sold 
little more than a year ago, Is 
the publLshcr and managing cd
Otherwise, it is. intended to 
parade from the Legion to the 
Cenotaph as in other years, with 
the parade leaving the Legion at 
10:25 a.m. Officer commanding 
will be Maj. Alan Moss, while P. 
F’. Hilborn will be parade mar­
shal.
LAY WREATHS
At the Cenotaph, Rev. R. S. 
Leitch, Legion Padre, will offici­
ate at the religious ceremony, 
and Murray Cowie will sound the 
Last Post on the bugle. Also in 
attendance will be the Kelowna 
high schol band, playing hymns 
and appropriate selections.
After the laying of the wreaths 
at the Cenotaph, the parade will 
move to the Kelowna and Dis­
trict Memorial Arena, whore a 
wreath will bo placed under the 
memorial plaque.
The parade then will return to 
the Legion to disperse.
Participants In the parade will 
be made up of members of the
FOUR PARTIES VIE 
FOR TRAIL SEAT
TRAIL (CP) — Conventions 
have been scheduled by the 
four major political parties to 
choose candidates for the Dec. 
15 by-election in Eossland- 
Trail, made necessary by the 
resignation of Robert E. Som­
mers as MLA.
The CCF convention will be 
this Friday. The Conservatives 





After the Thomson Company!Region, veterans, B.C. Dragoons
Little Rock Gets 
Integration Order
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The U.S. 
eighth circuit court of appends 
directed today that the Little 
Rock, Ark., school board take 
steps to accomplish - integration 
of Negro students as previously 
ordered by the courts.
The three-judge court directed 
Arkansas federal district judge 
John, E. Miller to enjoin the 
school board "from taking any 
further steps or action without 
the approval of the district court 
to transfer possession, control or 
operation, whether directly or In­
directly, of any of the senior 
high schools or any other prop­





VANCOUVER (CP) -  ,A Van 
couver newspaper says British 
Columhln Electric has taken a 
one-fifth interest in the new 
Pence River Power Devolop- 
ment Company now eontcmplnt- 
Ing n $500,000,000 to $000,000,000 
hydro (wwer scheiuo on U.C.’s 
great northern river.
"B.C. Electric will share eq»ml- 
ly with four other groups In the 
new compnnv." the nni>er said 
today. "One-flflh will be held by 
Wenner-Oren Interests, anotlicr 
by Associated ISloclrlcnl Indyst- 
lies, a British company.*’
Tlie names of the two com 
nanlea holding the remaining 
two-fifths will be announee<l Wed­
nesday when the directors meet 
here. ' ' . ______  -
CANADA'S HIGH 
AND LOI^
acquired the Examiner, it bought 
property and began construction 
of a new building and installed n 
24-page rotary press and other 
modern equipment.
The newspaper’s, staff has been 
more than doubled and the dally 
appears with a somewhat new 
format, Ineludlng modern head
(reserve) personnel, army and 
sen cadets, Scouts and Guides,
HUNGRY PU8SIE
BOURNEMOUTH, Eng. (C P )- 
Mnxio, a pot Siamese cut, Ayas 
found unharmed a f t e r  being 
trapped for 10, days under the 
floorboards of on empty apart
lug typo faces and changed typog-lmcnt next to his homo In this
rnphy. Hampshire town.________
Missing Penticton Bush Pilot 
Sought In Race Against Dark
HALIFAX (CP)T-Senrch planes 
are racing against Arctic dark­
ness In the hunt for a missing 
Hrltlsh Columbia flyer and his 
passenger lost for a month on 
Baffin Island In the Northwest 
Territories, ..
HCAP s e a r c h  headquarters 
hero said six planes resumed the
hunt today for J, W. Rutherford 
of Penticton, B. C„ a Veteran 
bush pilot, and his passenger 
Dr. Randolplj Hoyle of Toronto 
, As winter n p p r  o a c h s the 
search has been hampered by 
shrinking houns of daylight. Soon 
the nrea will bo In the 24-hour 
darkness of the Arctic winter
Office Building 
Entered, Rifled
Offices In a portion of the Do 
minion Con.structlon Co, building 
at 1139 Ellis St. wore rifled dur­
ing the weekend, but no apparent 
loss was uncovered up to press 
time today. , ,
Entry was gained through a 
small skylight window.
Mo.stly affected were offices of 
International Woodworkers of 
America and Interior Industrial 
E'cctrlc. ' '
In the case hf the former, flics 
vscrc strewn about and desks 
broken into, In what appeared to 
be a search for money. A,$7(K) 
piAjcclor was iintouclind.
*Slzo of the window through 
which the thug gained^ntry, and 
n footprint outside, spurred be­
lief the culprit was cither a srhall 
man or a youth, A
NEW YORK (CP) — A big 
American-owned cargo aircraft 
ran amok bn takeoff , at Idlewild 
Airport today, carrying flaming 
destruction to a Trans - Canada 
Air Lines Viscount before the 
eyes of 26 waiting passengers.
It was "pure luck" that the 
TCA turbo-prop plane had not 
loaded the passengers just before 
it was struck by the careering 
super-constellation aircraft that 
went out of control on takeoff, an 
airline spokesman said.
"Six minutes more and the 
plane would have been loaded 
It was in position, but there had 
been a slight delay."
Five persons — Including two 
stewardesses aboard the viscount 
suffered minor injuries.
The constellation, owned by 
Seaboard and Western Airlines, 
had just lifted from the ground 
on a training flight when trouble 
developed and it dropped back on 
the runway.
Out of control, the plane 
plunged headlong toward the do­
mestic flights depot — and the 
TCA four-engined plane waiting 
for passengers.
The two planes locked together 
in a burst of flame and swerved 
against a wall of the cement 
block depot structure. The five 
crew members of the constclln- 
tlon escaped serious injury.
OSLO (AP) — Rev. Dominique 
Georges P i r e ,  a Dominican 
father who has devoted years to 
helping refugees from eastern 
countries, won the Nobel Peace 
Prize for 1958 today 
Father Pire, 48, heads an or­
ganization he calls Europe of the
_______  _______ Qg I Heart. He is a Belgian, born in
curred only a few minutes before French-speaking city
the TCA airliner was to start re-'°” River Meuse.
Tlie spectacular accident
ceiving passengers at 11:10 a. m. 





SEATTLE (AP) —  Presi­
dent Eisenhower today set 
forth a five-point program of 
international economic aid 
for Asian nations. He pledg­
ed full United States co-op- 
cration in erecting '‘barriers 
against tyranny and the war 
which tryranny breeds.’*
The president put no over­
all price tag on the program 
and did not estimate the U.S. 
share of the cost. But he call­
ed on the heavily Democratic 
new congress to provide ade­
quate— and additional— fin­
ancial resources to help 
700,000,000 people In free 
Asia.
Eisenhower outlined his aid 
plan in an address prepared for 
delivery at a meeting of diplo­
mats attending the 18-nation Co­
lombo Plan conference on co-op­
erative economic assistance for 
South and Southeast Asia.
JOIN AMERICA
The president urged the free 
world’s better-off nations to join 
America in carrying out his pro­
gram for under-privileged coun­
tries but he also called on the 
Asian nations to develop co-oper­
ative sound measures of self- 
help. I
Eisenhower recommended;
1; Expansion of International 
trade. He said the larger part of 
capital goods required for eco­
nomic development must be fi­
nanced through such trade and 
he once more advised relaxation 
of restrictions hindering its flow.
2. Wider sharing of technical 
skills, which he described as the 
bedrock of economic develop­
ment. He promised the U.S. will 
press its own program In that 
field "even more vigorously than 
in the past."
3. Ever greater emphasis on 
private investment. LTie presi­
dent said the resources of Amer­
ican private c a p i t a l  are far
The prize, worth $41,227, was 
awarded by the five-man Noebl
committee of the Norwegian Par-, ^  cov.
liament. As usual the committee'larger than the a ^
[gave no reason for its choice, 
nor did it say which other names 
had been proposed,
Persons




TEL AVIV, Israel (Reuters)^I 
King Hussein of Jordan today ac­
cused two Syrian MiG jet fighters] 
of trying to shoot him down as 
he flow his private plane over yack-cloaked fire rescue experts
K w S r t o d " ” ’' “  “  W a y  r u  m m .  B . d .  cautiously
The 23.ycar-uld monarch (led ‘‘' ' " ““'i “  °back to Jordan withouj; suffering *>t least 10 more victims of a 
injury "through a miracle of weekend holocaust that 
God," he said In a broadcastU npnrimcnt building,
from Amman that was monitored ordlnating the list of dead and 
Hussein returned to Amman missing after Sunday’s rearing
2'/4 hours after leaving for his in
planned three - week " con vales- hodlc.s have^ been remwed.^lO 
cent leave” in Switzerland. otlicrs are 
He .said the two MlGs dived six
times pt his plane with their guns h a ^  perished ,  ,,
firing. He also elalmed they pur- Indicated a death toll
sued him over the border deep]0* 2(1 
into Jordanian territory.
ernment can provide for projects 
in free Asia. Government rc- 
Sce EISENHOWER—Page 19
night with searchlights Illumi­
nating the silent scene, also are 
seeking evidence of the causa of 
the blaze.
A bloated gas stove and reports 
of explosions when the fire 
sinrted are their chief clues at 
present.
Interior B.C Search Continues 
For Lost Pair Of U.S. Fliers
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) — An 
air search for two American 
fliers missing in Interior British 
Columbia, about 2.50 miles north­
east of Vancouver, today was 
resumed in clear weather.
The, search had been halted 
during the weekend by low-ha,̂ ng- 
Ing clouds and snow.
Missing were F’rcd Royce, 39, 
and C. J. Jaiiick, 42, both of 
Cadillac, Mich. Tlio men, alwnrd 
n twln-chglno Apncho aircraft, 
were reported lost Tlumftdny on 
n flight from Calgary to Knm- 
loops, \ ^ ’
SECOND WORLD W A R  HONORS UNVEILED
VANCOUVER
im iT E H O B S B W. • OM* •• • •
Canadians P^y Tribute To W ar
By THE CANABIAN M E S S
Canadians paid Irlhuto li> their 
war dead S u n d a y  In remem­
brance ceremonies throughout 
the country,1
At Ti)ronto. the 3rd Battalion 
of the Queen’s Own Rifles un' 
veiled 10 Second World War bat­
tle honors ln.scrlbed on the gnin-|sldo battle honors won during the
Ho base of tholr rcglrriental cross 
qf Bacrlflco nt St. Paul’s Angli­
can Church.
The new names. Including Nor­
mandy. Caen, Falalse, Boulogne, 
the Scheldt, the Rhineland and
First World War. Others on the 
cross are those of fk)U,th Africa, 
the Northw( .̂st Rclrclllort and  ̂ the 
Fenian raids of 1866, i 
I ’ho Polish Vctcran.1 Associa­
tion held commemorative ceno-
the Ilochwald, ar« placed along- lapU services ^ong with Cons'
dion army vclernns. Tlirco art 
lllcry regiments and the 48Ur 
BIghlondors of Cnntla also heW 
cenotaph services In Toronto.
Two new war incmorlals Worn 
unveiled In the Montreal district 
at Vlllo Lasallo and Montreal 
in o rth .
Working slowly, f i r e m e n  
clawed their way into the brick, 
wood nnd plaster debris In the 
sad hope of discovering more 
victims before the building’s re­
maining walls are brought turn 
bllng down by a crane Inter to­
day.
WORKED IN pIlIFTS
The rescue tcUmt, who worked 
Arm, I In shifts through the cold, wot
8 0 0  
Miners Jobless
SPRINGHILL, N.S. (CP)-Al- 
most 800 men nre without work 
hero today now that the task of 
moving bodies from No, 2 col­
liery is over,
Tlio mine where 74 men died In 
a cavc-ln Oct. 23 Is nil but de­
serted. Tlio Cumberland Railway 
and Coal Company has retained 
only n mnlntenanco crow of 23 
men who will keep water pumps, 
air linos nnd other equipment In 
shape until the future of the 
mine Is decided. _____
Diefenbaker Reviews
Residents of Salmon 
Falkland nnd Endorby reported 
seeing flares Inst T h u r s d a y  
night. Olliers said they heard an 
aircraft flying low ovcrliend dur 
Ing n storm Tliursduy 
A ground search party ivent 
nto the arc-i last Friday hut 
failed Ho find the men or the 
plane.
\ Five aircraft from 121 rescue 
nnd coinrmuilcatlons centre at h e MER, West Germany (CP)i35 miles nortlieast of here, from
Vancouver and two liollcoptcra ..... «—j - -  - i- k.
from Okanagan Helicopters Llm-. , i. „
lied of Vancouver entered the was the main Item on Prime 
search today. Minister Dlcfenbnkcr’s Itinerary
Tlireo Inches of snow (ell at today.
Falkland, nlxiut 35 mllca oast of Eigi,t soldiers, natives of\four 
here, during the weekend, Snow European countries, were to re- 
Is reixirted to lie n fool deep oh cclvo their Canadian cll)xcnshlp 
mountains In the area. , IcertlflcnU-s directly from the
who turn a blind eye to 'cases Of 
child ihegU'cl find maltrofttment, 
t nys the local branch of tlio Na­
tional Society for Prevention of 
CrhoUy to Children. In llic Inst 
year members of the public rc- 
ixiited 74 of 115 ciiscs Involving 
153)7 children, tlio report added.
A  n .m t . iT ,p . r ,d .  « (  3.000 m en y S t a J  o ( Ih .  d l j ' .
fa ll, carnival nnd merrymnhera 
carrying b a l l o o n #  joined tlio 
crowd of 500 lliat greeted the Cn- 
nadlnn party. Most were wivc# 
nnd children of Canadian floldlcr# 
In'the'area.
Tlio iifjmo idliwillfr^toojc tho 
salute from n guard of'nonor nnd 
received w o l c o m e #  from tho 
burgomnsler nnd Brig, Donald 
Cameron, tlio brigade group com­
mander. , ' -i
In qtboP.weekend event#, Dlep 
onbaker, finded hi# formal two- 
day visit to Bonn nt a candle­
light dinner given Hiy Canadian 
Ainbiissndor Kscott Reid ftfid at­
tended by Chancellor Konriid Ad­
enauer.
prime minister after renouncing 
their former natlonnllUcs and 
swearing nlleglnnco to Canada.
CIIII-D NEGLECT
GRAVMSEND. England (CP) ........  ..
m ere are still too many people Tlie men have been serving with
tho 4th Canndlaii Infantry Brig 
ado Group for tho lost year,
Tho march past by ,̂000 «ol- 
dlor# was to bo the highlight of 
ah lnK|)cctlqn of- brigade units 
scattered over a 400-«qunre-mllo 
area of West Germany, 
DIofenbakor arrived In 8ocst<
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Rem em brance DayHas M ean ing  
For Those W ith  N o  M em ories
Tomorrow, November l l ih,  is Remem­
brance Day, and Canadians will gather in 
some two thousand cities, towns and villages 
and will stand with heads bowed and a 
poppy on their breasts. In the two minutes 
of silence* they will pay tribute to the more 
than one hundred thousand Canadians who 
were killed in the war.
Each will remember in his own way. Per­
haps veterans will think of comrades as they 
were a few seconds before their death. Wives 
will remember the long wait for husbands 
who went to war and never returned. Parents 
will think of boys who were so young when 
they left home for the last time. And some 
will think of a father who went away such 
a long time ago.
Yes, many Canadians will remember the 
dead in many ways. To most of us the war 
seems as yesterday, and few of us realize 
that a whole new generation has grown up 
which has no memories of the war at all. 
There are students in our high schools who 
were born during the war years and to them 
the war must seem long years ago.
What docs Remembrance Day mean to 
these students who have no memory? What 
should it mean?
Perhaps the most important thing for them 
to remember is that many of the dead when 
they went to war were not much older than 
they arc now. Many were flying bombers 
while still in their teens. Others were storm­
ing the beaches at Dieppe, in Italy and in 
Normandy long before their twenty-first 
birthday. Many died without ever reaching 
that birthday. One thing that should be re­
membered is that many, many of them were 
young.
Also one might think of what they left.
Their future was as grand as that of today’s 
youth. They left the excitement and ma^c of 
autumn afternoon and football: the swift, 
silent swoop of skiis on powdered snow; 
basketball, hockey, track and dozens of things 
which today’s young people enjoy.
A thought might well be given to how 
they were able to leave these things behind, 
knowing that they might never come back 
Such a reflection puts one closer to under­
standing the full meaning of their sacrifice 
They were as alive as today’s young people, 
as full of hope and enthusiasm for life. Yet 
they were willing to sacrifice that life so that 
we might continue to live as free people.
Through their death, they brought free­
dom for future generations. Today we—  
and especially the “new” generation— may 
tend to take much of this freedom for grant­
ed. But let’s look about us. Let’s think o 
what we plan to do tonight or tomorrow or 
next weekend. Then let us ask ourselves i 
we would be enjoying the same privileges 
and pleasures if these men and boys had not 
paid for it with their lives.
The answer, obviously, is no. That’s why 
we pay tribute to them on Remembrance 
Day. And the poppy, which grew on the 
graves of so many soldiers in the first war, 
has become a symbol of that remembrance
That is why when we wear a poppy am 
stand in silence on Remembrance Day we 
arc in effect saying “thank you’’ to those 
brave men who paid for our todays wit 
their future.
And, too, that is why Remembrance Day 
is not a day to be marked only by those older 
people with memohes. It is a day too for 
those with no memories to say a silent thank 
you as beneficiaries of the sacrifices made 
by men who died before they were born.
H a llo w e  en. V o te ; W h y  Not?
In a letter to the editor a day or so ago 
n reader writing in support of our recent edi­
torial urging the complete abolition of Hal­
lowe'en activities, made an interesting sug­
gestion. He suggested that if the city coun­
cil did not wish to undertake this action on 
its own initiative, that a plebiscite should be 
taken at the time of the December elections.
The suggestion is a good one and sound. 
If the city council should feel that the re-
O H A W A  REPORT -i:
M ystery Blast 
Is H e a d lin e d
CAN'T SEE THE DECOY FOR THE GUNSMOKE
REPORT FROM THE U.K.
Canada Interests 
M any Britishers
sponsibility for the action should not rest 
entirely upon its shoulders, such a plebiscite 
would get council “off the hook.’’ If the 
plebiscite failed— ^which it wouldn’t— council 
could forget the whole thing and we’d go 
on experiencing vandalism; if the plebiscite 
obtained an affirmative vote council could 
shrug its shoulders and say “It is the wish 
of the people” and prepare the necessary 
bylaw.
It is time some concrete action be taken.
Paragraphica lly S peaking
The average person not only is responsible 
for most of his troubles, but he uses poor judg­
ment in choosing the ones he brings upon him­
self.
Overheard: “ I was a great believer in hered­
ity until my only son went into politics."
Another great mystery is how the. railroads, 
that have been losing money from as far back 
os anybody can remember, manage to continue 
to operate.
Some people stay away from the polls to 
avoid inner conflict. Often in the past when 
they have voted, they later upbraided them­
selves for the choices they made.
Although fools are parting with more money 
than ever before, they don’t seem to be run­
ning out of it. They must be doing business 
with one another.
The physicist who says space doesn’t exist 
evidently hasn’t seen inside his head.
By M. MelNTTBE HOOD
Special London (Eng.)
Correspondent 
For the Dally Courier
LONDON—In spite of the dras­
tic decline in migration from the 
United Kingdom to Canada in the 
present year, people over here 
are still avid for information 
about life on 
the other side of 
the Atlantic. I 
found that out 
when I attended 
a meeting of the 
N o e l  P a r k  
Branch of the 
British Legion, 
In a North Lon­
don suburb, in 
t h e  role of 
guest speaker. 
They had approached Canada 
House for a speaker on Cana­
da. and I was asked to take the 
assignment.
What I had to say in my talk 
to this gathering of British war 
veterans and their wives about 
Canada was not the important 
part of the proceedings. In what 
I said, I told them the plain un­
varnished truth about present
D ulles W ill 
D em ocrats '
Have To Seek 
C o -O p e ra tio n
By JOHN M. IIIOHTOWER
WASHINGTON (AP) — State 
Secretary Dulles will have to 
■eek much closer co-operation 
with Democratic leaders of Con- 
gresa if he Is to run foreign pol­
icy effectively in the next two 
years.
Aides said privately today they 
have no doubt he will take such 
action, although it still la too 
early to aay what apcclfic steps 
might be necessary.
Although Congress has been 
undor Democratic control for the 
last four of the Elsenhower ad 
ministration’s six years, a shift 
In power over the conduct of for­
eign affairs now seema certain 
for two reasons;
1. Tuesday's election gave the 
Democrats such overwhelming 
control as to vest them with u 
now degree of authority ahd con­
fidence not only to crlllplio what 
la being done but to say how It 
should be done. ,_______
2. Regardless of what happens 
in the 1960 elections, the Elsen­
hower administration as such is 
limited to two more years In of­
fice. The leadership authority of 
the president and secretary of 
state therefore must be expected 
to decline, relative to the rein­
forced Domocrntlc leadership.
The first test for Dulles may 
Involve United States support for 
Nationalist C h i n  a's continued 
strong defence of the Quemoy 
and Matsu islands off the Chin 
ese mainland,
The administration may have 
to ask early next year for a sup­
plemental appropriation to fl 
nance plans for mo<lcrnlzlng U»o 
Chinese Nationalist army and to 
make up for tl\o approximately 
$300,000,000 spent In supplies for 
the defence of Quemoy against
day conditions in Canada, but 
stressed the glowing long-term 
potential of our country.
What impressed me as import­
ant, however, was the barrage of 
questions they fired at me when 
I had finished. They knew all 
about Canada’s bad record of 
unemployment last winter, and 
were most anxious to have my 
views on when that condition 
would return to normal. They 
were keenly interested, too, in 
the Canadian prospects for skill­
ed artisans, engineers, mechan 
ics and technicians.
POINTED QUESTIONS
Above’dll, however; they wan­
ted detailed information on the 
Canadian ways of living, on the 
homes, the costs of food and 
clothing as compared with Bri 
tain, on any differences in the 
way in which things were done 
in the two countries.
Of special interest to them, I 
felt, was the question of taxation, 
particularly income tax. They 
wanted to know, also, what kind 
of national health and hospital 
insurance existed in Canada, and 
were most interested to know 
that the national hospital scheme
Is coming into effect on January 
1 next.
LONG FOR BETTER LIFE
In the question period, and as 
I talked to both men and women 
over the inevitable cup of tea af­
terwards, I sensed a very keen 
interest, not perhaps in immedi­
ate migration, but in acquiring 
all the information possible about 
Canada, and comparing the lot 
of the average Canadian citizen 
with that of themselves in the 
United Kingdom. Underneath all 
their questioning and comments, 
there seemed to be a sense of 
longing for the better life which 
they felt could be lived in Cau 
. And this may, when the 
doors are again opened to more 
extensive immigration by Can­
ada, produce results of definite 
benefit to the Dominion.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
the Communist artillery assault 
that began in late August. 
DEMOCRATS OUTSPOKEN
Many Democrats, including 
Chairman Theodore F. Green of 
the Senate foreign relations com 
mittce, were outspoken in crlti 
clzing the administration’.*! policy 
with respect to the coastal Is 
lnnd.s. A request for funds arising 
out of this policy could precipi­
tate a major debate on the whole 
Issue.
Furthermore It seems probable 
Democratic congressional lend- 
er.s will insist on a policy more 
In line with their own ideas and 
the ideas of many allied coun- 
frlo.s. These come down to say­
ing that the United Stoten should 
defend Formosa but should try 
to get Chlang’s forces out of the 
offshore l.slands.
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10 YEARS AGO 
November. 104!t
Mr. and Mrs. Basil McAll.stcr 
nro reeupernting in the Kelowna 
General Hospital from burns re­
ceived when their tent was en­
veloped in flames. Tlmy worn 
engaged in building a hunting 
and fishing camp in the Grcy- 
stokcK, .17 rnilo.s east of hero, 
when their tent caught (Irv about 
midnight. Jack Wilkin who was 
with them, bundled the couplo 
Into a truck and drove them to 
Kelowna, the trip taking seven 
hours. \
City building bylaw will be 
amended to permit construction 
of longer canopies in front of 
business houses. This, wns con 
(irmcit at council meeting lust 
hlonday night after two weeks of 
invcstlgalion,
to YEARS AGO 
November, 103(1
T. Finley McWilliams, well- 
known Kelowna lawyer received 
word of his ap|K>lntnri(;nt as jHillce 
maghttrale, succeeding J, F. 
Durne, magistrate for many years 
and who was forced to retire on 
account of falling hcaUli. '>
30 YEARS AGO 
November, 192$
With tho cessation of rush hours 
in the various packing houses, 
employees engaged in the pnek 
Ing and shipping of the fruit crop 
have been staging dances prior 
to the completion,of packing, and 





I am grateful (or the comments 
of your art critic ‘‘Sakullka’’, 
anent the exhibition of pictures 
by my pupils, now on display in 
tho board room of the library In 
Kelowna. I  do hope his apprecia 
tive remarks w|ll encourage a 
large number of people, especial 
ly parents, to visit the display.
In preparing and hanging the 
exhibition, which is representa 
tlve of the work done in the "art 
room" at Rutland School, I affix­
ed to the table some typewritten 
comments of my own, which I am 
afraid were overlooked by your 
art critic. There Is a widely held 
misconception, towards which 
your critic seems to lean, tliat 
art Instruction In schools Is aimed 
at producing artists.
May I ask, arc all the children 
who take scloncc, mathematics, 
music, French etc,, to become by 
so doing, sclontifits, mathemati­
cians, band lc;\dcr8, Frenchmen 
etc.? The aim and purpose of 
teaching art In school. Is not 
solely that of discovering and de­
veloping tho talents of those rare 
chllarcn with exceptional ability 
In art, with tho ultltnatc aim of 
directing such young persons 
Into artistic occupations, ^ o t  is 
onlv Incidental to the full purpose 
which concerns Itself with all of 
the children.
Given adequate hccommoda- 
tion, fncllitics and equipment, the 
Instruction (and active creativ­
ity) which goes on during periods 
of art instruction nimi( ot tho ln- 
tcUcctunl and emotional dov«10|>- 
mont of all the children, throughwho come to Kelowna cnoh\vcar . , . . . . .
to ns.slst In dl.spo.slng of the apple employment of nil the sensory 
crop. \ faculties, in the creative media
of drawing, painting and craft
sponses, based upon the emotion 
al and environmental experiences 
of the children. Line, shape, form 
and color, are used ns the media 
of communication rather than 
words, spoken or written. As such 
these pictures should be assessed 
and appreciated on their success 
as communications and compared 
for descriptive and story content 
with written or spoken word, by 
pupils of the same age groups— 
not least, that of the children 
who painted the pictures.
In short, and in simple lau 
guage, this is an exhibition which 
everyone can enjoy. There is 
nothing "arty” or "pretentious 
or "precious" about those pic 
turos. They are straight forWard 
in their statements and story­
telling as the spoech of youth 
being if anything more articulate 
—if you can "read them"!
Let us not forgot that communl 
cation by signs, by drawing and 
by painting, long preceded the 
written word. Our alphcbet of to­
day is no more than a series of 
symbols for sounds developed 
gradually down through tho ages 
from picture - writing symbols 
Drowing and painting, ns 
means of expression and com­
munication comes more natural­
ly to man than the device of 
written communications. It is a 
pity that we do so much to de­
stroy and to frustrate this moat 
natural avenue of expression for 
our children.
It is regretted that the display 
confines Itself to pictures and 
paUerna hut due to limitations of 
space and equipment, entry Into 
the very rewarding field of hand­
crafts is not possible.
Sincerely,
T, STODDART COWAN.
40 YEARS AGO 
November, 191$
Tljo Kaiser has fled to Utrecht, 
Holland, according to a German 
press report reaching the U.S. 
government. Operations continue 
on the West front. The British 
arq on the outskirts of Moni,.
SO YEARS AGO 
November, 100$
Honor Roll for Octotwr, First 
Primer, Ml*s 0 , E, Hunter, 
teacher: Cllffpn Ferguson, Ter­
ence Crowley, Nettle DahU>erg, 
Bert DbvIs, Charles Gaddes, 
Jessie McMillan.
FREE ADVICE 
The state-aided marriage guld 
ance council In Britain operates 
centres in about IQO cities and 
town:^
work. Tho Works produced In this 
process, are incldcntol, and sec
By PATRICK NICHOLSON 
OTTAWA—The headline of the 
week apt>eared In the Montreal 
"Gazette", where It was an eye- 
catcher placed whimsically on 
the social and personal page: 
‘Fairclough Deports Hanna".
GAS EXPLOSION?
, Graver headlines of course 
centred around the terrible dis­
aster In Nova Scotia. But over­
seas, the Canadian headline news 
was "Ottawa’s Mystery Blast", 
attributed by some knowledgeable 
officials to a leakage of gas.
There was sympathy for the 
three dozen passers-by who were 
Injured, and deep regret for the 
janitor who died of burns. But it 
was a blessed relief that the 
blast occurred at about 8:30 a.m. 
on a Saturday, and not on a work­
ing day when casualties among 
office workers would have been 
very numerous. Happy at that 
light casualty list, Ottawans 
laughed at the humorous side, 
with the local income tax office 
being put out of action, and its 
records being scattered and de­
stroyed in part.
It was appropriate that the 
minister who collects our taxes, 
Hon. George Nowlan, was gazing 
casually out of the window of his 
nearby apartment, while speak­
ing on the telephone. Suddenly 
he saw what he described to me 
as "a ball of smoke and (lame 
rising fifty feet Into the sky" 
above the ten-storey office build­
ing housing the government tax 
department and government 
health department.
PURPLE PASSAGES 
Reports of the blast cabled to 
newsappapers around the world 
were so scarifying that they pre­
cipitated a flood of anxious 
cables and telephone calls from 
as far. away as Chicago, Paris, 
London and even Springhlll. I was 
very puzzled by a cable asking 
"Are you safe?" from Paris, un­
til I saw some outrageous news 
reports printed in some foreign 
papers. Typical were these, all 
exaggerated
"An explosion demolished the 
10-storey Income tax office." 
“Dozens of people left homeless." 
"Explosion heard for miles." 
"Police said it might have been 
a bomb." "Buildings obliterated." 
CBC PAYROLL 
The Canadian Broadcasting Cor­
poration pays an average of $288
report. I wonder how many tax­
payers will be delighted by tht 
news that it cost them nearly ten 
times that sum, or $2,500, to see 
just one brief appcarnce by an 
amateur entertainer from another 
country. Lady Docker has won 
headlines for various activities, 
including her ownership of a
gold-plated automobile and her 
expulsion from his principality by 
Grace Kelly’s husband for in- 
sultng the flag of Monaco. These 4  
are rather exotic happenings by ^  
Canadian standards, and hardly 
such as to qualify this guest on 
a TV show as worth all that cash.
I know a magician living in 
Ottawa whose story might have 
been of greater human Interest 
to Canadian televiewers, and he 
certainly could have used that “ ' 
kind of money. He happens to 
earn, for his year's work in an , 
Ottawa store, exactly what the 
CBC paid rich Lady Docker for 
her brief appearance. And ha 
keeps his wife and five small ; 
children on that money. He re- -- 
ceives no family allowances be- 
cause ho is a recent immigrant 
As I said, he Is a magician. Wei- T- 
fare experts who can figure out 
calory requirements and family 
budgets would assert that he 
achieves the impossible. He does 
not complain: on the contrary,  ̂
he is eternally grateful that ha .  
was permitted to enter this coun- 
try of ours, to bring up his young - *. 
family in surroundings of oppor­
tunity and freedom such as does 
not exist in his eastern European 
homeland. But the fact remains 
that he is performing what many 
Canadians would assert is im­
possible, in keping seven human 
beings on $50 per week.______
Repeal To Be Asked 
By Council Of Women
TORONTO (CP) — The Na- 
tlonal Council of Women protest 
Ing double taxation of widow.*!* 
pensions has announced it will 
seek repeal of the new Estate 
Tax Act due to become effective 
Jan. 1.
The council hopes to arrange a 
meeting with Acting Prime Min­
ister Green and Finance Mlnistci 
Fleming.
Under the act a widow musl 
pay estate tax on the computed 
value of the pension based on
her years of life expectancy and 
per program (or professional Ca- then must pay income tax on the 
nadian talent on its programs, I pension as long as she receives 
according to figures in its latest it.
TONIGHT 9:30 -  CHANNEL 2
AND OTHER C.B.C. NETVfORK CHANNELS
E V E R E T T  S L O A N E
S TA R R IN G  IN
THE MAN WHO CAUGHT BULLETS
I «• 4̂ 
'  1
BIBLE BRIEF
ondnry in Importance, to the do 
vclopmental iMsnefits derived by 
all tho children, In tho crctlvc 
activity of rtolng them,
Tlie therapeutic benenus of 
these activities, are of course, 
lmmca.s\!rnblo'and widely rccog 
nlzed, Tl»o ' development of 
ao.stbetic sensibility Is natural 
and progressive, in varying de­
grees, ns Is the Increase In ma- 
nlmdatlvo motor skills, >
Tl>o display Is not presented, 
therefore, as a collection of 
works of art, not even ns exam­
ples of so-called "children's art". 
—These are works of expression, 
and description. In which visual 
Impressions, and Images are 
drawn from past experiences, to 
I express ideas, situations and re-
1 have made my bed in Uie 
darkness,—Job 17:13. '
But It 1.', still God’s world. 
IX)noUne,ss must not overwhelm 
us, for God In very powerful and 
very near. It l.s a good time to 
talk things over wlih Him.
QUAKER FOUNDER
Tlie Soclclj' of F r 1 o n d s, or 
Quakers, was founded by George 
Fox, native of Leleeaterihlre, 
England, In 1624.
A gripping story about 
an ex-army officer ac­
cused of sacrificing 
lives for his own person­
al glory. Everett Sloane 
in one of the finest roles 
of h is d is tingu ished  
career.
OUTSTANDING DRAMA 





In Iceland, government budgehs 
mutt be, laid before both upper 










About a quarter of the entire
population of Denmark Uvea ex* 
clusively by agriculture.
GBEAT KIV’ER
Cliffs of the Nile Valley In 
EgjTit rise to 1,000 feet In some
spots.
BIG ISL.AND
Cypi-us. the strifc*toin British 
colony in the Mediterranean, is 
an island of 3,570 square miles.
HEUnrCL QROUP 
WINDSOR. E n g l a n d  (CP>-« 
Council meetings in this Berk* 
shire town last so long, say coun* 
ciUors. that they are too hungry 
to pay proper attention. The 
maj’or got in touch with the 
Women’s Voluntary S e r v i c e ,  
which will provide coffee and 
sandwiches.
A full symphony orchestra 
comprises more than 100 musi­
cians. I
Strachan R id icu les  
B ennett's  C a b in e t
Opposition Leader Robert Stra-to delegates for the CCF-Labor' Education Minister Petprson 
chan ridiculed the Social Credit!conference here over the week-’was called “a schoolboy with 
government in a dinner address!end. shining face” by Mr. Strachan.
I Mr. Strachan quoting Shakes-j Eric Martin, minister of health,
I pear’s • The Seven Ages of Man,” , WES referred to as “a soldier, 
likened Premier Bennett to a seeking glory, even in the face 
"player, playing his part, and of cannon.” The cannon, he said, 
not really believing it." was provincial hospital em-
Tlic CCF leader said Lyle ployces’ executive. Bill Black. 
Wicks, minister of labor, was "a BEACHED OLD AGE 
babe in arms,” He said Mr.l On Attorney-General Bonner he 
Wicks’s “immature attitude” !said: "No man can talk longer 
;was responsible for the labor!and say nothing.”
(strife throughout B.C. “A more! Mr. Strachan concluded hi.s re- 
I pathetic sight has never been m arks by saying "Social Credit 
Isecn." ho .said. ihas reached old age.’’ The gov­
ernment’s almost at the "end of
Teachers 
Receives 35  
New Members
VETERANS PREPARE TO HONOR W AR DEAD
Scores of poppy wreaths are 
In readiness to be laid at Ceno­
taph in City Park tomorrow in 
observance of Remembrance 
Day. Wreaths w’cre made and 
sold by members of Branch 26, 
Canadian Legion, with Joe
Fisher (right) as chairman of 
the poppy fund, assisted by 
Joe Schmidt Heft'. Comrade 
Fisher announced this morning 
the fund had raised $2,800 (with 
perhaps more still to come), 
which was slightly more than
Pioneer Ferry Operator 
H. B. Lysons Dies At 86
Death severed another link with 
Kelowna’s early romantic his­
tory when Hubert Bertram Dan­
iel Lysons, Okanagan Mission, 
succumbed Friday at the age of 
86 years.
He was one of Kelowna s real 
piineers. having come to Kel­
owna just about the time the 
townsite was being laid out and 
having inaugurated the first com- 
rnerial ferry to ply between Kel­
owna and the west side of the 
lake.
Funeral service for Mr. Lysons 
will be held tomorrow afternoon 
at 2:30 at St. Michael and All 
Angels’ Church. Re v .  CyrU 
Clarke wilL officiate, assisted by 
Rev John Maunsell. Remains then 
will be forwarded by Kelowna 
Funeral Directors to Vancouver 
for cremation.
Honorary pallbearers will in­
clude Dr. W. J. Knox, E C. 
Weddell. C. H. Taylor. H. C. Mal- 
1am, G. D. Cameron and W. A. 
Cameron. Active bearers will be 
Messrs. W. D. Hay, P. S. Mal- 
1am, T. B. Upton, G. R. W. Ford. 
N. E. Clow and J. S. Thomson.
HERE IN 1892
Born in Gloucestershire, Eng. 
May 6. 1872. the laje Mr. Lysons 
came to Canada as a youth, going 
 ̂ to Vancouver first, then to Ver­
non, and finallv. in March, 1892, 
at the ago of 20 years, he came 
to Kelowna. With the exception 
of two trips back to England be­
fore ho was married, the late
Mr. Lysons had resided in Kel­
owna or district ever since.
After one of his trips to Eng­
land, undertaken to receive pro­
per treatment to a serious back 
injury received in a soccer game, 
Mr. Lysons began a boat-building | 
business here in 1903. This busi­
ness later was taken over by A. 
J. Jones.
In 1904 he built the “Skookum” , 
with a seven horsepower motor, 
and this, in conjunction with a 
scow, comprised the first com­
mercial ferry across the lake. 
The original franchise called for 
two round trips daily.
He married Emile Houard 
Thomson in 1906 and that same
last year but well below ob­
jective of $4,000 seen as needs 
for year for welfare works 
among veterans and their fa­
milies. Canada’s 110,000 war 
dead will be honored in ser­






VERNON—Loss is unofficially 
estimated at $200,000 from a Sun 
day morning fire which destroy­
ed the W. H. Smith block, 3112 
Barnard Avenue, a prominent 
Okanagan valley landmark for 
half a century.
Major loss is the Okanagan 
Bakery and Cafe Limited and the 
second and third storeys, in 
which lived Miss Alice Mann, 
cafe proprietor, and her brother,
a
Thirty-five teachers were in-‘ 
ducted as members of the British! 
Columbia Teacher’s Federation; 
in a ceremony held Tliursdayi 
night at the Kelowna Senior High 
School.
About half of these teachers 
were new to teaching and the 
others were new in British Col-| 
umbia. 'This latter group came; 
from other provinces and from 
England.
The assembled teachers wore 
addressed by Gordon Johnson, dis­
trict superintendant of schools; 
Ray Wunderlich, president of the 
Okanagan Valley Teachers Asso­
ciation, and by Dr. Samuel Lay- 
cock. former dean of education 
at the University of Saskatche­
wan.
Miss Pauline Legg. Vernon, who 
is the teachers’ geographical rep­
resentative, also gave a short 
address as well as officiating at 
the ceremony.
Mr. Johnson reminded the in­
ductees that they carried a veryj 
heavy responsibility.
Mr. Wunderlich told the new 
teachers that the success of the I 
various teacher committees and 
organized groups depends upon 
the participation of e v e r y  
teacher.
Dr. Laycock spoke of the “pit- 
falls of teaching” . He concluded 
by saying that teaching should 
be fun, and that teachers should 
continue to "grow” throughout 
their careers. He said that chil­
dren are all alike in their basic
Oyama Firemen 
Called To Action
the road," he said.
The conference opened here 
Saturday morning with nearly 
100 delegates attending from 
various B.C. points.
The assembled delegates form 
OYAMA-The Oyama Volunteer cd workshops Saturday after^ 
Fire Brigade answered a call I'oon after a brief period of 
Thursday to the home of R. A. I orientation.
Flavcll, where a chimney firej Two main questions were dis 
had taken hold in the woodwork cussed at the group level, these;
YOUR WORST ENEMIES
By John Dyck’i  of Dyck'a Drug!
Bacteria and micro-organisms have caused 
more deaths than war, accident and all other 
causes combined. Some of you will shudder as 
you recall the dreaded cpiilcmics of ’Flu, dip- 
theria, typhoid and other killing diseases of tho 
early pari of this century.
Bacteria attacks without warning, it is there­
for advantageous to maintain body defence con­
tinuously. A well balanced diet, containing suf­
ficient vitamins, minerals and proteins seems the 
best way to do this. An alternative and perhaps 
an easier method is the supplementation with a 
good vitamin preparation recommended by your 
doctor or druggist. If bacteria still attack and be­
come dominant in their warfare, todays pharma­
ceutical products available on your doctors pre­
scription will prove to be an effective weapon 
against the little aggressors. You are fortunate to 
be living in an age when men of medicine have 
discovered potential products to combat your 
worst enemies.
4th in a series appearing In this paper each Monday
around the chimney.
Damage was slight due to the 
prompt arrival of the fire truck. 
Fire Chief Derek Eylcs com­
mented that this would serve as 
a warning to all residents to have 
their chimneys cleaned before the 
cold weather and hot fires.
FIREMENS’ JUNK DRIVE
The fire brigade will hold the 
annual junk drive Monday even­
ing, November 17. Junk of any 
kind will be accepted, especially 
bottles, batteries, brass, copper 
and aluminum. This will be a 
house to house canvas and it is 
a good opportunity to clean out 
from the attic
year sold his interests in the ferry who occupied „
o L. A. Hayman. For years penthouse apartment: an












Masonic hall is now.
HAD GREENHOUSE
He was one of the organizers, .. 
of the first regatta and was re- „ 
cognized as the oldest customer 
at the local branch of the Bank 
of Montreal. He was also present 
at the first service held in the 
Benvoulin United Church well 
over 50 years ago.
In 1908 he turned toward horti­
cultural pursuits, operating a 
greenhouse for many years. He 
owned one of the first Ford cars 
seen in this vicinity before World 
War I. He was a life member of 
the Kelowna Club, a past presi­
dent of the Interior Vegetable 
Board and of the Kelowna and 
District Conservative Associa­
tion.
The late Mr. Lysons retired in,
1946, moving to a home at Okan- dollars’ 
agan Mission, his late residence.
Besides his wife, he leaves one 
daughter, Mrs, H. V. (Joan)
Webb, Okanagan Mission, and 
one son, Eric, Green Lake, in the 
British Columbia Cariboo coun­
try. Also left are four grandchil­
dren. as well as two sisters, Mrs.
J. ilutchinson, Barbadoe.s Is­
land, and Miss Esme Lysons, in 
England.
any fire hazards 
or basement.
The monthly meeting of the 
Woodsdale parish was held at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. 
Bernau. Attending from Oyama 
were Rev. C. Lutener, Mrs. D. R. 
Eyles. Mr. N. Sproule and Mr. 
G. Tucker. Mr. Tucker of£pred 
to form a committee in Oyama 
for the cvery-member visitation 
needs, but as individi^als they are 1 which wll be held at the end of 
all different. 'November.
TWO CENTS A QUART?
apartment occupied by Mrs 
Hattie Jacques, and which also 
housed the offices of Doctor H. 
L. Coursier and Doctor D. Lemi 
dentists: W. H. Francks, 
optometrist: Interior Photograph­
ers and the Thomson Accounting 
Service. All of these premises are 
completely destroyed.
A tribut to the masonry and 
construction of a bygone era is 
the fact that the 49-ycar-old build­
ing’s face was still intact Sun­
day afternoon. Only one deep 
crack resulted from the intense 
heat and cold water.
Also sustaining loss is tho 
Mickelson Pharmacy Ltd., of 
which Carl Adams is proprietor. 
He was recently joined by his 
brother John.
Smoke, but particularly water 
damage, has ruined thousands of 
of merchandise and 
cases of Christmas stock, ready 
to be unpacked. Sunday night Mr. 
Adarps said the business is closed 
until further notice.
Increase Foreseen Soon In 
Price Of M ilk To Consumer
were: What will the national de-| 
cision mean at local levels, andl 
how best to apply in the interim! 
the policy of the B.C. Federation 
of Labor with regard to political 
action and election of the next 
provincial government?
The parley ended Sunday after­
noon after discussing election 
policies, educational programs, 
and integration of trade union 
and CCF structures.
FRUIT INDUSTRY
Earlier during the banquet. O. 
L. Jones of Kclow’na strongly; 
criticized the present government* 
policy of dealing with the fruit 
industry.
He urged support of a "Chris­
tian government,” both provin- 
cii-lly and in Ottawa.
He said the time has arrived 
when the federal government 
could no longer even depend on 
a war to alleviate a depression 
situation.
Following Mr. Jones’ address, 
Bill Black, president of the B.C. 
I'edcration of Labor, gave a 
spirited address rapping the labor 
policies of the Social Credit sys­
tem.
He pledged the federation’s 
support of the CCF movement, 
and said the Socreds would soon 
receive their “come-uppence 
for their “mishandling” of B.C.’s 
labor problems.
An increase in the price of 
fluid milk to the consumer is “in­
evitable.”
So said David Bone, manager 
of the Kelowna Creameries Ltd., 
in an interview here.
Mr. Bone indicated that 
increase would probably be two 
cents a quart to the householder.
"So far,” he said, "only com­
petition has kept the price from 
rising in the Okanagan.” But 
“it’s only a matter of time,” he 
said.
Arson Seen In 
Early Morning 
Tractor Blaze
The reasons for the future In­
crease, he said, would be the re­
cent award of 22.58 cents a hun­
dredweight to the producer, and 
increased labor costs. The pres- 
tt^ ent contract with dairy employees 
'^expires in about two months. 
LOW PROFIT
Mr. Bone said the increase to 
producer was costing the dairy 
operator about three-quarters' of 
a cent a quart, and an increase 
in labor demands could conceiv­
ably cost another three-quarters 
of a cent.
"Until now,” he said, “our 
profit has only been half a cent 
a quart. You figure it out,” he 
told a Daily Ciourier reporter. 
"How long can this go on?”
RISING INCOME
Iraq’s national income rose to 
$848,400,000 in 1956 from $442, 
400,000 in 1950. '
MON., TUBS., WED., NOV. 10 - 11 -1 2
MOLLY McGOWAN
AN ALte ASnSTS PICTVK
Nl
W H O  w m r a
BTAUIOm
In FFnilutfAl
C O L O R
Plus, at 8:15 only
Evening shows at 7 —  8:15 p.m. 
Special Holiday Matinee at 2 p.m.
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Mon., Tuc9., Nov. 10 and 11
"TEA AND 
SYM PATHY"
Drama in Coloi; 
with Deborah Kerr and 
John Kerr
Jack M urray  
Dies Suddenly
PENTICTON—Jack Ardes Mur­
ray, foreman of tho Penticton 
Herald's composing room for tho 
past 17 years, died suddenly at 
Ills residence here.
Mr. Murray, who was 47, was 
the newspaper’s .senior emplo.vcc 
ii, years of service. This month 
he had started his thirtieth year 
.if continuous employment. He n|v 
prentlccd to the Herald when he 
ieft school and had never worked 
chsowhere since. ,
His father before him, the late 
Marshall Murray, was also the 
Hcrold's foreman.
Jack Murray, bom In Fort Wil­
liam, came to Penticton at an 
early age and had all hi.s school- 
Ijig here.
COMING 
Wc( .̂, Thur,, Nov* 12 and 13 
d o u b l e  BILL 
Weskrn Action Drama
"STAGE COACH TO  
FURY"
wifh Forrcslt I uckcr, Marl 
Blanciiard
SECXIND HALF'
"TW O  GROOMS 
FOR THE BRIDE"
with John O'arroll, Virginia 
Bruce
' USE CAUTION
Medicines Intended for aduU.s 
should not be given children ex­
cept on a doctor’s advice.
RESCUED BY ITREMEN
Miss Alice Mann, who tele­
phoned the volunteer fire depart­
ment, was later rescued by fire­
men from the roof garden of the 
building. Her fir.st thought was 
her dog. rescued by the fire­
fighters, also a new fur coat and 
her pur.se, the only personal ef­
fects saved.
Next door is F. B, Jacques and 
Son, which escaped fire damage, 
nl.so Hunt’s Mont and Produce on 
the oast side. The fact that each 
building has separate walls was 
given ns one reason why they 
escaped, also tho techniques of 
the Vernon volunteer fire depart­
ment, under Chief F. S. Little.
At one time the entire city 
block wns threatened In tho liolo- 
caust. It Is believed the fire 
started la tho cafe kitchen.
COMFORTS BROUGHT
the rescue of clilllcd and weary
The Salvation Army came to 
firemen at noon on a pouring wet 
Sunday with hot soup, coffee andl 
sandwiches. Some of the fire-! 
fighters were on the job minus 
breakfast. ,
No onc'wns hurt in the fire ex­
cept that fireman Wiilker McNcIl 
was in danger at one time, having 
lost hip helmet.
\ lilts wns the worst fire In Ver­
non since July 1957, when the 
Western Cnpncin Pad and Drum 
Co, burned to the ground.
Fire, believed to be of incend­
iary origin, caused slight damage 
to a new tractor in Reliable Mo­
tors and Tires Ltd., Pando.sy and 
Leon, early Saturday morning.
The blaze, spotted by two un­
identified Ladner hunters who 
were seeking an auto court, was 
quickly extinguished by members 
of the Kelowna fire department.
Much more serious damage, 
likely to the building itself, could 
have been caused, if the fire had 
not been spotted in the early 
stages, according to RCMP who 
arc investigating.
Police said incendiarism seems 
to be the logical explanation, at 
the moment. Someone (or more 
than one) apparently broke Into 
the premises and started tho fire. 
Nothing was stolen, ns far as It 
could be learned,
29
These fingers now free 
from warts after using
DEIGHTON’S 
WART REMOVER
Made from hcrb.s. Not an acid. 
Warts and other fungus growth 
on hands, face, feet, removed 
permanently within 3 to 5 
weeks. Not injurious to healthy 
skin. Now obtainable at Long 
Super Drugs and nil druggists.
T(o) HAWAII
Inclusive Tours and Individual 
An'nngoinont.s
From $295.00
For 14 Days from Vancouver
BOOK N O W
Don’t, Be Disappointed 
Pay Later Plan Avnllablo
Canadian Club Speaker Just Back 
From World Congress In Moscow
KELOWNA TRAVEL SERVICE
\ Next to raramopnt on Bernard 
255 Bernard Ave. Phone 4745
Years ago Adams 
distilled 29 great 
w h isk ie s , each  
with its own dis­
tinctive characteristics, and then aged 
them in sp ecia l oak casks. N ow , 
Adams has "married” these 29 rare 
whiskies to create the superb flavour 
o f  Adam s P rivate  S tock . T h is  
cuctom blend is presented in its 
crystal decanter.
ONE
Wednesday’s guest spenker\ for 
the Kelowna Cnnadan 'Club mecU 
Ing at tho Anglican Parish Hall 
has returned from Moscow with­
in the past two months.
Dr. A. W. Wninman, professor 
of Slavonic studies at university 
(of B.C,, wai! a Canoldittn dclcKate 
!lo the fmirth world congress of 
Slavicists at Moscow In Septem-
, lM*r, I  ̂ ' ' I ' ,
Native of England, and’’with a 
ttegree of M.A. (0*on), honors in 
illusslnn and Italian, Dr. Wain-
muit was third'Bccrcthry of the 
Britiiih Embassy! in Moscow in 
1934 and 1935. Ho Is a director of 
international house, also of 
Chamber Music and a past presi­
dent of tho. Friendly, Relations 
with Overseas Students' Council 
at’ Vancouver.
. lie rc.slded tn the Coldstream 
district near VeraOa from |920 
to 1928. receiving much Of his 
.schooling there, Wodnesdny’N 
dinner meeting ' begina at 6;3(|l 
p.m,. I' ' ; \
W an t cash to fix up your home ?
Just caH NIAOAHA on the phonel
is O H IM S  ^
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REGINA <CP) — Quarterback old veteran summed up the al-l Riders couldn’t contain Kwong, 
B’rank Tripucka listened to the most impossible task facing him Bright and Parker Saturday at 
figures on the running of Normie i and his Saskatchewan Rough- Taylor Field and Edmonton Eski- 
Kwong and Johnny Bright and rider teammates as they prepare |mos romped to a 27-11 victory 
mulled over the magic of Jackie for the second game of the West-ito carry a 16-point lead into the 
Parker. ern Interprovincial Football Un-; last game of the two-game total-
"Wo ve got to stop them be-iion semi-final. 'points series,
fore we can beat them." he 
mused.
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BOOSTERS SENDING BEST WISHES
Packers’ boosters who wish to 
Bcnd their best to the hockey 
team in Stockholm. Sweden, 
before they depart for Russia, 
will be able to do so, in the 
same manner as they did last
year, when the hockey club 
played in Trail for the provin­
cial championship. Above, Tom 
Brydon, manager of the CN 
Telegraphs, is seen with Mrs. 
Angela Feist, holding the wire,
which is already developing 
into a long one. Further signa­
tures will be accepted today 
and Tuesday at the officer on 
Bernard Avenue.
Tum ba's H a t Trick  
Beats O u t  Packers
STOCKHOLM (CP) — Sven 
tTumba) Johansson, one of Swe­
den’s best hockey players who 
has faced Canadians many times 
in world and Olympic competition 
scored three goals Sunday night 
to lead a Swedish national team 
to a 5-2 victory over the touring 
Kelowna Packers.
The Swedes, taking advantage 
of their home ice in the Johan- 
neshov open air stadium, handed 
the Canadians defeat in the first 
game of a tour which will take 
them to Russia, Sweden was 
never behind, scoring twice in
the first period, once In the sec­
ond and twice more in the final. 
Canada’s scoring was in the last 
two periods.
A capacity crowd of 17,000 
watched the rather unexciting 
match.
Johansson scored twice in the 
first four minutes of play. Mils 
Nilsson made it 3-0 early in the 
second period. Canada finally 
cracked the scoring barrier in 
the last minute of the session 
when Brian Roche of Kelowna 
got a goal.
SECOND GOAL 
Jim Middleton of Kelowna, 
who was loaned to the Penticton 
V’s by Packers when they won 
the World Championship in Ger­
many in 1955, notched the second 
goal at the 12-minute mark of the 
third period.
But Johansson came back with
Penticton Juveniles edged Kel­
owna yesterday in the Peach 
City. 7-6, in the first league game 
for the two clubs.
Pacing the Penticton effort 
wore two of last year’s stars, 
Larry Lund with a hat-trick and 
Larry Hale with two. Larry 
O’Connell earned one, and A1 
Richards broke into the "Larry" 
combine, with one.
Jim Gordon led the Kelowna 
marksmen with a brace and 
singles were scored by Dale Toll­
man, Rod Gagnon, Ralph Boy­
chuk and Bruce Kitsch.
Kelowna midgets travel to 
Penticton for a matinee, tomor­
row at 4 p.m.
his third goal and Ronald Pet- 
tersson put the contest on ice 
with the fifth goal four minutes 
from the end.
Middleton and Russ Kowal- 
chuck of Kelowna were the out­
standing players for the Cana­
dians.
The game was one of four ex­
hibitions in Sweden. The Cana­
dians will play five games in 
Russia.
Russian hockey coach Auatoli 
Tarasov, who watched the match 
was not impressed.
“The Canadians were perhaps 
not used to the climate here, but 
I expected them to be better,” 
he said. “The game was slow 
with the possible exception of the 
third period.”
Tarasov, however, declined to 
predict the outcome of the Rus- 
sian-Canadian matches.
ORK (AP'—Louisiana 
Iowa are leading con-l 
for the United States 
f tball crown. There are 
core of teams to pick 
{I from for nine remaining bowl!
I berths.
I That's the way things appeared 
after a weekend of action that 
saw unbeaten and top - ranked 
Louisiana State smash Duke Uni­
versity, second-ranked Iowa col­
lect the Big Ten title and Rose 
Bowl trip, Pitt and Goergia Tech 
return to bowl consideration and 
Washington State complicate the 
Pacific Coast conference race to 
the Rose Bowl.
LSU, with eight straight vic­
tories, whipped Duke 50-18. It was 
the highest total in 21 years for 
the Tigers, seeking a shot at the 
Sugar Bowl. Georgia Tech beat 
Clemson 13-0.
Iowa won the Big Ten by beat­
ing Minnesota 28-6. Notre Dame 
was handed a third defeat, 29-26 
by Pitt. California regained the 
lead in the Pacific Coast confer­
ence by beating UCLA 20-17. 




Kelowna Hotspurs broke into marker and set up the tying goal,
Second game of the scries is 
scheduled in Edmonton at 
2 p. m. MST Tutsday, Remem­
brance Day, and Riders headed 
for the Alberta cit>’ today.
In the series opener, Kwong 
crashed through the Rider line 
20 times for 152 yards and Bright 
picked up another 141 as Eski­
mos, under brilliant direction of 
quarterback Parker and using a 
new play that sent the fullbacks 
over the guard instead of off 
tackle, rolled up a total offence 
of 537 yards.
The new play Inserted by coach 
Sam Lyle opened some gaping 
holes through the middle of the 
Rider line to send Kwong and 
Bright away for big gains. For a 
while at least it fooled Rider 
coach George T e r 1 e p, who 
thought Kwong and Bright were 
picking the holes better than 
usual as Riders plugged the gap 
against the off-tackle shots.
Parker capped what Lyle said 
was the calling of a perfect game
the win column in City Park on 
Sunday.
Picking out the tough Kam­
loops United club for their meat, 
the ’Spurs put on one of the best 
displays in two seasons as they 
played the entire game one man 
short, and came up with a vic­
tory over the powerful northern 
club.
This win broke a jinx streak, 
which has seen the ’Spurs tie 
the top clubs in the circuit, but 
fail to come up with a win in 
five tries, and gave them a four 
win, three loss and four tie rec­
ord for the season’s play so far.
John Wiebe, playing an out­
standing game at left half for 
the ’Spurs, tallied the winning
by inside right Henryscored 
Haas.
Kelowna netmindcr Mat TTurk 
played a tremendous game in 




by scoring one touchdown on a 
IJA'ard end run. passing to Jo« 
Mobra for another on a sensa­
tional play, and kicking thre* 
converts. Kwong and halfback 
Don Fljnn burst through th« 
line for the other Edmonton 
touchdowns. Y
MARLOW SCORES
Fullback Bobby Marlow, who 
with Cookie Gilchrist paced tho 
Rider offence, scored the only 
Saskatchewan touchdown on an 
end run from the Edmonton two, 
while halfback Jack Hill booted ; 
a 25-yard field goal and a con­
vert and Tripucka punted for a 
single.
A crowd of fewer than 12,000 
sat in 14,500-seat Taylor Field in 
cloudy, 38-degroe weather, and 
for a few minutes felt it might 
see the Riders upset tho fa\’ored 
Eskimos.
Flynn fumbled the opening V 
kickoff and after four minutes, 
Riders led 3-0 on Hill's field 
goal. But Eskimos opened up in 
the last half of the quarter and 
in 13 plays rolled 101 yards to a 
touchdown, scored by Flynn from 
six yards out. and a 6-3 lead.
By the half, Eskimos led 13-3 
and after Tripucka punted from 
the Edmonton 48 to the coffin 
corner for tho only i>oint of the 
third, E d m o n t o n outscored 
Ridcr.s M-7 in the fourth. 
Ste.ti.stically, Eskimo.^ .scored 33VERNON (CP)-Vcrnon Cana­
dians Saturday night consolidated first down on 332 yards rushing
out the'nort'her"n7r7"Hme'”rftM O kana-iand 205 yard.s pa.s.sing as theyout tne nortnerners time after genior Hockey League be- completed 16 of 28 forwards at-
time when the Spurs showed the j hind the touring Kelowna Pack- tempted and had two intcrccpteda
Curling Fans Thrilled 
By Hair-Raising Ends
Spine-tingling curling filled the game, climaxing two days of red- 
Mixed Bonspiel with spectator hot elimination, curUng.
Leafs In Double Win, 
No Change In Standing
Toronto Maple Leafs have had 
their best weekend of the young 
season and it appears the Na­
tional Hockey League may not be 
a cut-and-dried affair after all.
Leafs kept Boston Bruins from 
first place Saturday night with a 
5-3 boating in Toronto, then 
moved into Detroit Sunday night 
to put down the Red Wings 2-0.
The double win didn't change 
Lo.afs’ last-place situation but it 
did serve notice that they’ll likely 
be heard from more often this 
season.
TONIGHT’S DRAW
Here’s the fours, for tonight 
at 10:







If you aro between 17 and 35, and can meet 
enrolment atandards, think over whnt today'a 
Canadian Army oflera you.
An open-air life like tho one enjoyed by thia 
aoldler in Canada'a northland, G o ^  pay. Fine 
proepecta. Travel and adventure. Loada of frionda. 
An early ponalon.
Got detaila of Army career opportuniiica from 
your Army Docniiting Station.
VERNON MILITARY CAMP 
Vernon, B,C. ~  Tcl, 4010
In Sunday night’s other NHL 
game New York Rangers beat 
Boston 5-1, again denying Bruins 
the first-place spot left vulnerable 
when the league-leading Montreal 
Canadians lost 6-5 to Rangers in 
Montreal Saturday night. Chicago 
Black Hawks beat Red Wings 4-3 
in a Saturday afternoon affair.
DUFF SCORES TWICE
Dick Duff scored both Toronto 
goals S u n d a y  night as Leafs 
posted their first win on Detroit 
Icc in two seasons.
Wings were so Inept in the third 
period tliat Detroit fans booed and 
jeered at their efforts to get an 
attack organized.
The loss dropped the Detroiters 
to fifth place, two points ahead 
of Toronto.
Saturday the Leafs led Bruins 
nil the way and outshot them 
32-24. Billy Harris led the Loaf 
scorers with two goals and singles 
came off the sticks of George 
Armstrong, Brian C u 1 le n and 
Bobby Pulford,
Boston scorers were Jim Mor­
rison, Leo Boivin and Don Mc- 
Kenncy, The visitors found the 
Toronto jinx working again when 
Bob Armstrong suffered n shoul­
der injury while making a shot.
tnrills over the weekend.
Cliniax of two days filled with 
mid-season form from the rinks 
taking part in the season-opening 
bonspiel was the hair-raising final 
end between Gerry Lipsett and 
Carl Stevenson, resulting in Lip­
sett winning a berth in the fours, 
which take place tonight at 10 
o’clock.
Stevenson led by one point, 
coming home against Lipsett, 
and the last, rock. Both skips 
elected to play a draw game, 
and there were ten rocks in the 
house when Lipsett came up to 
make his first attempt to do 
some damage.'
Lipsett’s first rock raised his _  ,
own from in front to the four Kelowna Royalltes, boast
foot circle. Stevenson tried to nigmearljLthe same lineup which
effects of playing short-handed
Play waged back and forth 
during the first half, with no ad­
vantage going to cither side. At 
the 20-minute mark, Albert Bos- 
sert, Kamloops right wing, beat 
goalie Mat Turk with a low, hard 
shot, the only one that found its 
way into the Kelowna twine dur­
ing the game.
Ten minutes later, Wiebe weav­
ed his way past three Kamloops 
defenders and slipped the ball 
over to Haas, who triggered it 
home and tied the game going 
into the second half.
Kamloops seemed to gain an 
edge in the second half, but Turk 
held them out valiantly, and the 
score remained knotted until 
there were just ten minutes left 
to go.
Haas rapped the ball to Wiebe 
on a corner kick and the left 
half rammed the ball into the net 
with the winning goal, and earn' 
ed the hard-won victory for the 
locals.
Next Sunday the 'Spurs host 
the Revelstoke Juventas, the 
second-string club from the nor­
thern town, in City Park oval 
at 2 p.m.
ers with a 5-3 win over cellar­
dwelling Kamloops Chiefs
For Tuesday
draw to the circle, but stopped 
just short of the house, and Lip- 
sett put a guard In front of the 
house, centred.
Stevenson had to draw through 
a narrow port to cut out Lip- 
sett’s shot rock and he came 
down with perfect weight, but he 
chipped, one of the guards by a 
lialf inch and Lipsett counted 
three for the end, and won the
NHL HIGHLIGHTS
By THE CANADIAN FRESS 
. Hockey’ll Dig Seven 
Andy Bathgate, NeW York’s 
rangy rightwinger, bagged three 
goals and helped set up a fourth 
in 0 weekend National Hockey 
I^eague action to climb Into a tic 
for the leadership In tho scoring 
race.
Bathgate’s four - point effort 
gove him eight goals and eight 
assists fo r; 16 points and lifted 
him even with Chicago's Eddie 




Bathgate, New York 8 8 10
Litzenberger, Chicogo 4 12 10
Gcoffrlon, Montreal P 0 15
ncllvcau, Montreal 0 9 15
Sloan, Chicago 9 ,5 14
M, Richard, Montreal 8 0 14
Moore, Montreal 8 0 14
Hull, Chicago 0 8 14




NEW YORK (AP)-Ncw York 
Giants are responsible for the 
scrambled title races in the Na­
tional Football Longue,
All was simple ~  Baltimore 
Colts and Cleveland Browns were 
streaking uncontested toward di­
vision crowns—until tho Giants 
changed tho Complexion of the 
championship picture.
The Giants scored their sec­
ond consecutive victory over a 
previously undefeated team Sun­
day. Tills time the Colts felt the 
sting, ns New York quarterback 
Charlie Concrly engineered a 
24-21 Upset, Tl\c previous week 
New York ended (Jlovcland'a un­
beaten string with a 21-17 tri­
umph.
last year carried them to the B.C. 
basketball finals, will kick off the 
home hoop season tomorrow af­
ternoon.
The opposition will be the 
Chilliwack Aggies, Fraser Val­
ley champions who are undefeat­
ed so far this year. Coached by 
ex-senior “A” star Les Matthews, 
the Aggies last year lost out to 
St. Regis of Vancouver by one 
point in the B.C. semi-finals. It 
was St. Regis who defeated Kel­
owna for the B.C. championship.
Leading the Fraser Valley 
quintet will be high-scoring Gary 
Bennett, who has paced the 
league scoring for the past two 
seasons. Floor general is veteran 
guard Lee Phillips.
A spokesman for the Kelowna 
Basketball Association said the 
purpose of the afternoon game Is 
tc provide afternoon fare for 
holiday goers and at the same 
time show Kelowna residents 
some good basketball.
Plans aro being made for 
preliminary match to precede 
the senior men’s game, Main 
game will start at 3 o’clock.
E. A . CAMPBELL & COMPANY
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KELOWNA, B.C.
announce the admission to partnership of 






Riders got 20 first downs on 178 
yards rushing and 162 yards
Vernon goals were scored by j passing, with Tripucka complet* 
Johnny Harms, Frank King,ling 15 of 28 forwards tried and . 
Sherm Blair, Gene Kimbley and having four intercepted.
Oddie Lowe.
Rookie forward Cliff Bristow 
earned all three markers for the 
Chiefs.
Nearly 1,100 fans watched Bris­
tow fire Kamloops two goals 
ahead after only four minutes of 
the first frame, but Johnny 
Harms and Frank King levelled 
before the end of the period.
Bristow once again was the 
nemesis of the Canadians, put­
ting Kamloops ahead in the mid­
dle period. Vernon tied the count 
through Sherm Blair one minute 
later.
Vernon took the lead for the 
first time as Kimbley found the 
corner on a neat threcrman break 
with Odie Lowe and Dave Wall 
at 2:19,
Lowe grabbed the insurance 
marker at 18:15 from llnemate 
Harms’ passout to the front.
Kamloops outshot Vernon 32 
to 26.
TRUCKS 
’55 GMC, ton 
’54 Mercury ton 
’52 GMC y  ton 
'52 Fargo 54 ton 
'50 Fargo y  ton, with stake 
body
’49 Mercury 3-lon, with 
stake body
All trucks In good shape and 
ready for work 
FHONES 3387 and 2232





When you RPM OELO H e a vy  
D u ty  Lub rica ting  Oil, yo u r diasel en ­
gines spend m ore tim e w ork ing , less 
t im e  In th e  shop. It s ta y s  on p o rts  
w he the r eng ine is hot o r  cold, ru n ­
n ing  or Idle. Special com pounds pro- 
ven td e p o s its  th a t c log end s tick  rings.
The Daily Courier
BUILDING PAGE
Kckmna, B.C. M o n d a y ,  N o v e m b e r  10,1958 Page 5
K  i tw I
Sets 
New Mark
The two qualltying runs for the 
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Br THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DortmiaMl. Germany — Erich 
iSchoeppner, 175, Germany, stop- 
I ped Chuck Spieser, 175V4. Detroit, 
LAKE CONISTON. England ‘ tain when he will leave Conlston. five.
(AP> — Donald Campbell roared i "There are still some prob-| Hollywood. Calif.—Boots Mon- 
over Lake Coniston In his jet ems of stability to be cleared roe, 121, Hollywood, knocked out
hydroplane Bluebird today to set up,” said Campbell. He said pro- Roque Fernandez, 119V4, Mexico
a world water speed record of gress had been made on this City, second.
248.62 miles an hour. question and added: i ■ ■ M ^ i . r . * * * * * ,
The 37-year-old son of a famous ' "This is a British achleve-l 
speed king, the late Sir Malcolm ment." KQWI|NG RESULTS
Campbell, succeeded after seven Weather conditions were excel-'
wcck.s of trials and waiting here lent as Campbell skimmed over! TUim^nAV mMMWwrTAT 
in northwest England to better the waters on the Initial leg of! LE.\GUF
hi.s own listed mark of 239.07 the course at 243.40 m.p.h. 1 Ladles’ High Single
Carol Tcrada ......................... 304
Ladles’ High Triple
Iris Cadden ........................... 661
Men’s High Single
Larry Would .........................  3M
Men’s High Triple
Toosh Ikari .......................  833
Team High Single
Jurome Orchards ................. 1304
Team High Triple 
Jurome Orchards ................  8164
miles an hour. His return run w*as a sensa-
Thi.s was the fifth time he has tional 253.84 m.p.h. 
raised the world water speed I Shortly after he completed the 
mark. [runs, the wind came up and
P F '
This is a house with a fu­
ture. We show it here as a two- 
bedroom house, but it has been 
designed for expansion into a 
three or four bedroom home. 
That’s why the bathroom is lo­
cated in the position shown so 
that at some future date, two 
more rooms can be added, and 
the bathroom is in position to 
service all rooms with conveni­
ence for all. This non basement 
home is designed for a rear 
view with a combination living 
and dining room. Notice the 
unusual treatment of the fire­
place, with built - in book
shelves at the side. The kitchen 
is planned with a view to sav­
ing steps and labor for the 
housewife, with all the con­
veniences to make housekeep­
ing easy. There is a nice, eat­
ing nook for daily dining, con­
veniently placed next to the 
bar in the kitchen. The 
kitchen opens into the storage, 
and through to the carjwrt, 
which saves steps in bringing 
in the groceries, etc. The pres­
ent area of the house is 1117 
square feet plus storage and 
carport, with a 46’ overall 
frontage. Consider this house 
for its expandable possibilities.
Campbell, who wants to break 
the land speed record as well, 
piloted his streamlined jet hydro­
plane over two legs of a meas­
ured kilometre course for the 
record.
Details of today’s record, with 
photographs of the stop • watch 
‘times, will be sent to Brussels 
for official confirmation by inter- a certified 
national water speed authorities, achieved
roughened the water.
His mother, Lady Campbell, 
widow of Sir Malcolm, watched 
the record-setting performance.
The official announcement by 
Buckley said:
"This is to certify that Donald 
Campbell driving Bluebird K7 on 
Lake Coniston. Lancashire, over 
kilometre c o u r s e
LOOKS NEAT IN KITCHEN
Fir Plywood Centre W ill Solve 
Problem Of Tool Storage Space
Whll® the sociologists whip 
us •  froth of statistics and mut­
ter darkly about dire things in 
store for a society faced with 
a surfeit of leisure hours, the 
gal next door is calmly doing 
something about it.
Yesterday, after pushing the 
requisite buttons to get the fam­
ily wash under way, she pre­
pared, packaged, and popped 
into the freezer a whole week’s 
menus. Today, she’s going to




Order best quality Douglas 
Fir
Storm Doors . . .  Storm 




The best paint surface
PLACE TOUR ORDER J^OW
Wo will eall, measure and 




for all domeatlo and 
eommerolal mlllwork.
T48 BAILLIE AVE. 
PHONE 3358
try her hand at some colorful 
drapes for the children's room.
Home sewing is becoming in­
creasingly popular in the I'm- 
just - just - a - housewife - and- 
darned • proud • of - it set. The 
gals are using old treadles, con­
verted relics, and new light- 
w’eight portables.
They usually start with some­
thing quick like a place mat 
set, then work up through 
simple things for the children 
to a summer cotton for them­
selves. Some of them manage 
all the way up to cocktail 
dresses and finally tailored 
suits. It is a practical home 
talent that has the added ap­
peal of wide scope for the 
creative urge.
Pictured is a modern fir ply­
wood sewing centre to solve 
the problems of storing the 
tools of the hobby. It is actually 
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631 Harvey Phone 463?
ability and interest, and can 
be built in three successive 
stages.
Stage one has space for tuck­
ing away the machine, a gen­
erous cutting table, and draw­
ers for fabrics and thread. 
Stage two adds the overhead 
cabinets for patterns, skirt 
markers and such. Stage three 
adds the full length cupboard 
for storing an adjustable dress 
form. Inside there's hanging 
space for unfinished garments, 
and on the inside of the door 
a full length fitting mirror.
For all its storage potential, 
the completed plywood unit 
measures just under four feet 
in depth. It could be used as a 
\ersatile room divider in’ a 
family room, a den, or even a 
small apartment.
Since there’s no charge for 
detailed construction .plans, 
you might want to get one from 
the lumber dealer near you and 
leave it sitting casually near 
the clutter by your sewing ma­
chine. It. might just give the 
man in the house an idea.
The Building Editor 
The Daily Courier,
Kelowna, B.C.
[ ] Enclosed please find 25c for which send me Book of Plans 
entitled “SELECT HOME DESIGNS’’. (Please make 
remittance payable to The Dally Courier).
Name
an average speed of 
The chief observer here for ! 400,12 kilometres per hour (248.62 
the Marine Motoring Association, statute miles per hour'. Hrls is 
the national authority for water claimed ns an unrestricted water 
speed record attempts, was Nor- speed record and is subject to 
I man Buckley. It was he who official confirmation by the Un­
made the announcement of the ion of International Motor Boat- 
; record — more than IVa hours'ing."
i after Campbell had finished his Campbell made one run earlier 
I run. ;in 188 m.p.h. but he scrapped
i Campbell was happy about it this and u.scd his second fastest 
jail. He al.so said he is not cer* time, 243.40 m.p.h. for his record.
"Greatest" Billing Won 
By Washington Classic
LAUREL, Md. fAP) — Ten|lli-mile classic over a grass 
horses are set to fight it out | course.
Tuesday in what may be the Many turf observers rate Bally-j 
I greatest international race in moss the finest horse to come to ; 
thoroughbred history. jthe United States to race. It will
Ballymoss, Europe’s horse of be his last. He soon will be rc- 
thc year, remained the 8-to-5 fa-1 tired to stud in England. To chal-
8AFE TOYS
Cuddly, stuffed toys are usually 
the safest to give to Infants, with 
no sharp comers.
Address
CPA Says It's Ready To Take 
Over TCA Loss-Line Routes
OTTAWA (CP)—Canadian Pa-,is now a monopoly of TCA. 
cific Airlines say they are Transborder routes are not In- 
j  . . , .. volved in the application,prepared to take over the a i r _____________fZ!______
vorite in the invitational $100,000 
Washington International. The 
winner gets $70,000.
However, the Irish-bred four- 
year-old, owned by John Mc- 
Shain of Philadelphia, must over­
come a jinx. No favorite has won 
in six previous runnings of the
services between Montreal-New 
York and Toronto-New York on 
which Trans-Canada Air Lines 
loses money.
TCA promptly told the air 
transport board th a t.it  has no 
intention of abandoning these 
routes.
Lawyers for the two compan­
ies made these statements to the 
board as it considered. CPA’s ap­
plication for a transcontinental 
franchise within Canada, which
FIRST AID TO THE AILING HOUSE
LEAKING GUTTER JOINTS
QUESTION: Tlie joints of my 
wood gutters are beginning to 
leak. How can they be repaired?
ANSWER: Scrape away any 
rotted wood and then spread an 
asphalt roofing cement into the 
joint and at least six inches be­
yond it on each side. Put a piece 
of heavy asohalt-saturated felt or 
aluminum foil over the cement 
and apply more cement over the 
patch. All work is done inside 
the gutter.
SOILED UN PAINTED WALLS
QUESTION: We left one of our 
bedrooms with unpainted planster 
walls. They have become soiled. 
Is there any way to clean them?
ANSWER: If the walls arc soil­
ed by an accumulation of dust, 
they could be cleaned with, wall­
paper eienner, nvnllnblo at paint 
or wallpaper dealers. This i.s n 
doughlike substance that is kned- 
od and rolled, but riot rubbed, 
over the soiled surface.s. Where 
the plaster is stained and badly 
sooted, clertning is not possible. 
Painting or wallpapering is ad­
visable,
SOOTY SHINGLES
QUESTION: Our chimney back
When surfaces are thoroughly 
dry, finish as desired. Masonry 
can be painted with rubber base 
masonry paint, the wood with a 
flat wall paint or eriamel.
H a v e  3  
( S O O P R H A i  j
STICKY PLASTIC SET
QUESTION: What can I use 
to wash off a plastic-covered cu­
shion set that has become sticky?
ANSWER: Wash with mild de­
tergent and water, rinsing well 
afterwards.
VAPORPROOF PAPER
QUESTION: Where can I get 
the moisture and vaporproof pa­
per suggested for use under cel­
larless houses?
ANSWER: Available from deal­
ers in roofing supplies. 
PAINT-STAINED CONCRETE 
QUESTION: In painting out­
side of house, white paint dripped 
on concrete porch and sidewalks. 
How can this be removed.
ANSWER: Paint spots can be 
removed by using paint remover, 
or vou can scrub them with n so­
lution of trisodium phosphate, or 
washing soda, using a cupful in 
each quart of hot water. Rinse 
thoroughly with clear water. If 
the concrete i.s fairly coarse, 
you niay not be able to take out
j  1 , the paint,fired and got the shingles quite
black, We tried detergents and HAIR DYE STAINED BASIN 
clear bleach, to no avail. Could QUESTION: Wliile using hair 
you suggest something? dye, some of the dye accidental-
ANSWER: Wash with solution ly spilled on the wash basin. How 
of trisodium phosphate, using Vi can I remove the stain?
Que. Prison 
Riot Quelled
QUEBEC (CP) — Prisoners in 
Quebec Jail caused $2,000 prop­
erty damage during a short-lived 
supper hour riot.
The jail holds about 235 prison 
ers. Authorities said about 150 
were involved. No one was in 
jured. *
A spokesman for the provincial 
government, which operates the 
jail on the Plains of Abraham, 
said the convicts were protesting 
about the type of food being 
served them. During the 45-min­
ute ruckus the prisoners shat­
tered windows, broke tables and 
chairs and ripped doors from 
their hinges.
“It was mostly a verbal bat­
tle,’’ said the government spokes­
man. The 40 guards and 15 police 
officers did not have to use any 
arms to quiet the prisoners.
HOCKEY SCORES
Americans Rally 




pound to the gallon water. Do 
not allow to remain long on the 
shingles and rinse thoroughly af­
terwards.
TILING WOODEN FLOOR
QUE.STION: Wo have an on- 
clo.scd, unhoated porch with n 
wooden floor. Wc want to put 
down asphalt tile; Is it neccs.snry 
to put another flooring down 
first?
ANSWER; Usually there, is 
only n :(lnglc thickness of wood 
flooring In most porches. If this 
Is the case with yonrs, it i.s neces­
sary to put plywood or a l\nrd 
flrbrclward underlay ns the base 
for n.sphnlt tile. If there Is a dou­
ble flooring, and the .surface is 
level, ll'c nndcrlnymcnt Is unnec- 
ctssary.
CLEANING COAL BIN
QUESTION: What would you 
tise to elenh a coal bln whlc|) is 
not us«l for coal any more?
ANSWER; Use the vacuum 
cleaner, or stiff brush, to remove 
ns much coal <lust ns possible, I 
recommend hlgldy your wearing 
a painter's mask nr at least tying 
a damp bandkiMCbicf around your 
head so that you will breathe 
through It. Wash walls and' the 
fhwrs with Irlsmilum phosphate, 
using one imund to thp patl of hot
ANSWER: Usually, h(ilr,dycs 
contain, silver nitrate, which re­
acts when wiped with iodine. 
Rln.se, and then apply a solution 
of Photographic hypo. I’hls sho\dd 
remove the stain completely.
TV NICHE?
QUESTION! Is it advisable t 
build a TV niche if one l.s build­
ing a new home?
ANSWER: 'Ilic modern t e n ­
dency seems to bo toward hav­
ing tlie iTV built ns part of a wall 
unit, so that it doe.s not I'roject 
out by it.self into the room. It 
all depend.s on (one’s individual 
preference and stylo of furnish­
ing.’ ___________ _ '
ALCAN Lays Off 
150 At Kitimat
VANCOUVER (CP)-Tho Alu­
minum Company of Canada has 
announced that alrout 150 em- 
ployce.s will bo \ laid off at its 
smelter at KItimVt l)etwocn now 
and Urc end of the yoor.
. Tlie company said It would pay 
sui'plementnry benefits, provided
SPRINGHILL, N. S. (CP) 
Postmaster D o u g l a s  Johnson 
said here that more than 18,000 
letters had been received since 
Wednesday night from United 
States residents for the Spring, 
hill disaster fund,
He said; “The letters contain 
cheques and are the result of the 
appeal made by Ed Sullivan on 
his television s h o w  Sunday 
night." '
Mr. John.son said some of the 
letters enrhe addressed to Spring- 
field or Sprlngvnle, One was ad­
dressed to “the Shattered Num­
ber 2 Colliery" another to “the 
Sprlnghlll Destruction Commis­
sion."
He said: "Just about every 
state is represented." The cheq­
ues will go to the Sprlnghlll dis­
aster relief committee here.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Saturday 
National League
Boston 3 Toronto 5 
New York 6 Montreal 5 
Chicago 4 Detroit 3
American League 
Providence 2 Cleveland 4 
Rochester 2 Hershey 4 
Buffalo 6 Springfield 3
Eastern OHA Senior A 
Belleville 6 Kingston 8 
Cornwall 2 Whitby 6
OHA-NOHA Senior A 
Sudbury 1 Kitchener-Waterloo 4 
North Bay 2 Sault Ste. Marie 5 
OHA Junior A 
Toronto St. Michaels 1 St. Cath­
arines 6
Saskatchewan Junior
Moose Jaw 3 Saskatoon 6 
Melville 1 Prince Albert 0 
Estevan 3 Flin Flon 6 
Western League 
Seattle 3 Spokane 1 
Vancouver 3 Victoria 3 o’time 
Winnipeg 2 Calgary 5 
Saskatoon 4 New Westminster 5 
International League 
Indianapolis 3 Toledo 2 
Troy 1 Fort Wayne 17
Western International 
Kossland 2 Trail 6
Okanagan Senior 
Kamloops 3 Vernon 5 
Sunday
Quebec League
Trois-Rivieres 2 Chicoutimi 4 
Montreal 1 Quebec 3
Western League 
Saskatoon 5 Vancouver 4 
OHA-NOHA Senior A 
Sudbury 0 Windsor 6
OHA Senior A 
Kingston 2 Cornwall 7 
Belleville 3 Hull-Ottawa 8 
OHA Junior A
Peterborough 4 St. MichneTs 0 
Mnrlboro.s 4 Hamilton 2 
Manitoba Junior 
Transcona 2 Wpg. Braves 6 
St, Boniface 3 Wpg. Monnrehs 0 
Saskatchewan Junior 
Estevan 2 Flin Flon 7
American League 
Providence 2 Buffalo 6 
Hershey 4 Rochester 2 
Cleveland 1 Springfield, 3 
National League 
New York 5 Boston 1 
Toronto 2 Detroit 0 
Thunder Day Jr. (Exhibition) 
Fort William Hurricanes 7 Port 
Arthur North Stars . 6
lenge Ballymoss is Australia’s 
liandicap star. Sailor’s Guide. He 
is the best horse to come from 
Au.stralia in 25 venrs.
RUSSIAN ENTRIES
Russia's top three • year • olds, 
Garnlr and Zaryad, are question 
marks. Mrs. Adele L. Rand's 
Clem, who whipped Round Table 
in three straight $100,000 races, 
and Mrs. Herbert Herff’s Tudor 
Era represent the U.S.
Orsinl II is perhaps the best 
German colt sent here by Baron 
Henry Thyssen. He has had three 
horses in the race, Niederlander 
in 1952, Ataturk in 1955 and Nisos 
last year. Niederlander and Nisos 
finished fourth.
Alfredo Lechln’s Tscribano rep­
resents Venezuela, Dr. Erwin 
Wasserman’s Revoque Is here 
from Argentina, and another 
Irish colt, Tharp, is owned by 
Carlton H. Palmer of New York.
We complete everj job
RIGHT ON TIME
When time counts, turn your 
excavating or grading job 
over to an outfit, fully equip­
ped to meet your schedule.
SAND & GRAVEL 
delivered
J. W . BEDFORD LTD.
“We Move the Earth”
2021 STIRLING FLACE 
PHONE 4183
'Hat Nears New  
Record For No 
Car Fatalities
MEDICINE’HAT fCP) ~  Tills 
Southeast Alberta City of 21,000 
today was four days away from 
n record of four years without a 
traffic Intnlity, |
'riif! civic traffic safety com­
mittee already lias recommended I 
to city douncll that If the record 
Is reached Wednesday, these spe­
cial measures bo taken:
Parking-meter deposits would 
not be required Wednesday morn­
ing; |K)liccmen would tag all 
parked cars with rwi tlckcta 
thanking motorists for the rec­
ord; ministers will be asked to 
give thanksgiving p r a y e r s  in 
churches next Sunday; and a slo­
gan and |K)stcr contest for the
R. J. WILKINSON
for EXCAVAUNQ 
Irrigation •— Drainage — ole.
DENVOULIN B,R, No, 3 
62-M-tfo
ANSWER TO YOUR< 
:H IM N EY  PROBLEMS^
INSULATID
CHIMNIY
I N S T A L L  IT Y O U R S E L F I
Manu/octured wflk otainlass 
•teal flue emet alumiaujii ouftfdt 
casJngf
SCIENTIFICALLY DESIGNED 
end modt in Conodo for tha 
Conodion climate; comat com­
plete; raquires no bricks, 
mortar or foundotion; light in 
weight—-14 Ibi. per foot. A 
handy mon con inttoll It In 
threo hours at any time of tha 
year!
ELIMINATES FIRE HAZARD. 
Tha heovy inner flue of the 
Selkirk Chimney stays hotr 
preventing tha deposit of harm­
ful waste moterlol In tha flue; 
gives you Increased draft and 
eliminates fire hozord, In- 
creosed draft inaons more 
; efficient heating . . . lower 
' fuel bllisl
a Standard tengtba — Im­
mediate delivery, 
e Can be IntiAlled In I hre, 
a C.M.H.C. and V-L A. ap­
proved.
a Approved for Homa Im­
provement Loana,
WHk Squort Houtlra 
(m u ll iKira choro*)





See It now at
INTERIOR BUILDER'S MARKET LTD.
Vernon Road Kelowna Phone 3236
REGARDLESS OF THE WEATHER
for under its union contract, to
Vnfcty 'campVrgirwouW "Q
secutKc days prior to being l8ld' |n,.nrh(,(i jn city school.s. 
water, Rinse ihromighly. If bin off. Tlteso boncflU, 513 a week ." L  ..
, ' . Lii ». J 4 1 1 , .1 I 1 >1 somewhat “aneient, " don’t cx-, for 26 weeks, will be m addition' Rome ."pedes of tropical coco
Tnil auvcribctiiciu u not publlsneu nr di'ipluycu ny the .Liquor I complete removal; coal i to government'nncmplqymcnt in-jni|its ma.v weigh ns much as 40 
Control DoArd or by the Government of British Columbia, dust can penetrate very deep.' suranco licncftts. (pounds apiece
, ■' ■ ’ ' ' , ; : ' ■ \  ■ " ,
m : stJBK —  SPECIFY
Calcium Chloride in the M ix
Saves time, cuts setting time \from six 
hours to two. Job completed sooner.
High early strength, RcachoB full strchgth \ 
in half the time of plain concrete.
I.CSS money tied up. Holcases forms faster, 
for other, jobs.
I ' ' t
Hcducca cold weather dangers. When you 
order your ready mixed concrete ask for the 
addition of Calcium Chloride, tlie extra 
cost 1h negligible for the benefits derived.
T
YOU CAN RENT
A IX  YOUR NEEDS IN CONCRETE 
CONSTRUCTION FROM US 
REINFORCING STEEU 
STEEL MESH 
FORMS made to all ilze« 
GRIPIXICK ANCHOR BOLTS . .  •  
a full range
CONCRETE BLOCKS FOR SALE
Ideal for raising your present garage or Bet­
ting an cBBlly laid foundation for a new ona
BENTALL'S LTD





The newest look in luxury 
leather garments is nowhere 
shown better than in this hand­
some chemise coat, i.ut in the 
smart new seven-eighths length. 
It is elegantly detailed to high­
light the suppleness of the colt- 
skin of which it is made. Three 
huge jewelled buttons are de­
ployed from the graceful collar 
to the tapered hem. A coat with 
many attributes, it is ready for 
smart service.
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Barren Social Life Depresses 
Young Couple W ith Family Ties
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: My 
husband and 1 are in our mid- 
twenties. We have two children 
under six years, which limits our 
social life considerably.
Since last year, when our sec­
ond child was born, several of 
our friends have moved away 
and we seem unable to form new 
close friendships.
Recently I returned to my old 
Job, where I work with several 
girls but, as they are all single, 
their interests differ from ours, 
and we find little in common. 
HOW ACQUIRE 
NEW FRIENDS 
Both my husband and I are de­
voted church members, but due 
to. his work schedule he can at­
tend only the Sunday morning 
seiwice. There are no young mar- 
r i ^  couples in our community, 
nor anyone available as baby­
sitter. So it is necessary to take 
oii'r children wherever we go 
-We have become depressed 
over the fact that we seem to 
be left out of all social activities. 
Would you please advise how we 
can have a t least some social 
life, and acquire new friends? 
Thank yoii in advance.—E.S.
NOT UNCOIVIMON 
LULL IN LIFE 
DEAR E. S.: There are sea­
sons in married life and child 
rearing, that may be likened to 
the wintry months of nature’s 
cycle. Then the sensible thing to 
do is to take the freeze in stride, 
invest yourself in the duties at 
hand, and wait the return of a 
- sunnier season more favorable 
to general growth and social ex­
pansion.
I know from past experience 
dhd present observation that the 
average young couple, financial­
ly hard-pressed and knee deep in 
child production and baby care, 
isn't much of a social attraction
to other persons in different cir 
cumstances.
The younger folks still hunting 
mates, and the older people, 
married or single, tend to seek 
the company of their own kind 
when recreation is the goal. And, 
in honesty, we must concede that 
modest households geared to chil­
dren’s needs arc customarily en­
veloped in an atmosphere of in­
tensely personal clutter and clat­
ter and interruption that isn’t 
compatible with adult-type social 
exchange—unless the hosts and 
guests are neighbors, in the same 
boat, with their common tasks 
their shared interests.
GLENAAORE
GLENMORE — Mr. Harold 
Long, with his son Billy and 
daughter Georgina motored to 
the Shuswap for the weekend.
Master Gordon Robertshaw en­
tertained several young friends 
at a Hallowe’en party last Friday- 
evening.
The new classroom at the 
Glenmore school is nearing com­
pletion and it is expected to be 
ready for occupancy shortly. 
Pipe lines are now being dug for 
the gas line to serve the new 
furnace for the school.
David Merriam, Brian Hume 
and Gordon Robertshaw were in­
vested into the 1st Glenmore Cub 
Pack on Wednesday evening. 
Parents of the new Cubs attend­
ed the ceremony.
Newcomers to Glenmore this 
month are Mr. and Mrs. Des­
mond Os well from Kelowna. Mr. 
bswcll has bought the home of 
H. H. Taylor on Dilworth Cres­
cent and he and Mrs. Oswell 
plan to move in at the end of 
this month.
The Bankhead Circle of the 
United Church will meet on 
Thursday, November 13 at the 
home of Mrs. W. G, Franco, 60 
Highland Drive. It is requested 
that members bring their finish­
ed articles for the bazaar.
By BETH CAMERON
If you've been feeling listless 
about Christmas, you cannot al­
low yourself that luxury much 
longer! It’s high time to get 
started on all the keepable things 
that are a traditional part of 
Christmas, the fruit cakes, pud­
dings and mincemeat.
Juicy McIntosh apples are per­
fect for mincemeat and this de­
licious recipe calls for 12 of them. 
There’s no need to chop them by 
hand. Just peel and run them 
over a medium grater right down 
to the core.
MINCEMEAT
12 apples," peeled and grated
3 lbs. dark seedless raisins, 
rinsed and drained
1 lb. currants, rinsed and 
drained.
1 cup ready-cut mixed peel 
I ' i  to 3 cups light brown sugar
1 cup any good jelly
2 teaspoon salt 
teaspoon cinnamon
4  teaspoon nutmeg 
>•4 teaspoon cloves 
>'4 cup cider vinegar
Juice and grated rind 1 orange 
Juice and grated rind ^  lemon 
1 pint apple cider or juice 
1 cup grated suet 
or
1 cup butter, cut in pieces. 
Combine all ingredients in large
kettle. Place over low heat, sim-1 
mer gently until heated through. | 
Pack in sterilized jars. seal. Keep 
in cool, dry place. Makes about! 
3Vi quarts.
This is the time of year to en­
list the aid of your oven when 
planning menus. Once you have 
the main course ready, the rest 
' is easy. Baked pork chops, scal- 
' loped ixitatoes, oven-glazed car­
rots and apple crisp makes an 
ideal oven dinner. |
.APPLE CRISP !
5 or 6 large apples 
>■4 cup sugar 
6 teaspoon cinnamon 
>4 teaspoon nutmeg
2 tablespoons water
1 or 2 teaspoons lemon juice 
cup brown sugar 
Li cup flour 
¥4 cup butter
Peel and slice apples into bak- 
I ing dish, sprinkle with sugar and 
I spices, add lemon juice. Combine 
! remaining ingredients, sprinkle 
the crumbly mixture over apples. 
Bake in moderate oven 350 F. 
about 50 minutes. Serve warm 
with plain or whipped cream.
That favorite family dinner 
salad of grated raw carrot, chop­
ped celery and plump raisins is 
even better when served with 
apple mayonnaise. Grate an un­
peeled red McIntosh apple into 
1 cup mayonnaise or your own 
cooked salad dressing. Mix light­
ly. This keeps well and the apple 
does not discolor.
This is a dandy salad, too, to 
include in the children’s lunch 
boxes. But, of course, it can’t 
beat a juicy large apple for lunch 
box. dessert. Fresh apple is one 
of our best appetite stimulants, so 
don’t overlook tucking in an extra 
one for recess nibbling.
When the youngsters return 
from school, give them a frosty 
apple eggnog in place of the us­
ual cookies. Beat 1 egg until 
thick, add half of a finely grated 
peeled McIntosh apple, 2/3 cup 
evaporated milk, Vi cup ice wa­
ter and 1 tablespoon honey. Pour 
into a tall glass and dust with 
nutmeg. _ _ _
^ ' Junior League 
Needed Maybe
HITHER AND YON 1 RALLY'S SALLIES
enroute , home 1
FLEW FROM COAST . . . 
Mrs. Keith MacDonald and her 
small daughter Andrea arrived 
by plane yesterdav from Van­







Now that most of the dresses, 
coats and suits feature away- 
from-the-throat necklines and 
shorter sleeves, big chunks of 
colorful costume jewelry are a 
real must for filling in those 
open spaces left bare by the 
latest modes.
Pictured is a spectacular set 
which was designed for just 
that purpose. It eonsists of a 
double-twist choker, bracelet 
and cluster earrings made of 
many strands of tiny beads in 
colors of ruby, sapphire, and 
emerald—colors that make for 
versatility.
OVERNIGHT . . . guests re­
cently at the home of Mrs. H. G. 
I n  I v O O r t  P l I C W  Truss were Mrs. Marsden Baird
l U  iX C C p L U l D U S y  and Mrs. Byrn Crowell of Nak-
OTTAWA (CP>—The once h e c -^ ’¥> 
tic e x i s t e n c e  of the E.skimo > from Vancouver, 
woman is giving place to a life, 
that includes leisure, says an of-| 
ficer of the northern affairs de-‘ 
partment’s information branch.
Mrs. Irene Baird told a wom­
en’s group here that with fairly; 
modern homes and time - saving 
equipment, women in the Arctic 
arc beginning to face the problem 
of leisure time.
The Eskimo woman’s place in 
the home is also changing, she 
said. j '
In the past, "life, wa.s so| 
densely crowded up against the 
immediate moment that she hadi 
no time to feel idle, lonely, con- 
fusetl or supplemented.”
TTie ancestral pattern of Esk­
imo life made each member of a 
family essential to each other.
But schools, hospitals and organ­
ized communities had changed 
that pattern.
"Such periods of social change 
arc harder on women than men.
Men move out into the new ways 
because they must: they have the 
incentive of the wage earner.”
Such changes had taken place 
in a very few years, she said.
The government was attempt­
ing to help the Eskimos to adapt 
to the new way.s. In this time of 
rapid change, Mrs. Baird said,
“it i.s a fortunate thing for Can 
ada that our Eskimo fellow-citi­
zens are people of goodwill, and 




holiday. Miss Kathryn Best is i 
travcHmg m the Kootenay and 
Washington State at present.
VISITING . . . her family this 
weekend was Miss Barbara Tup- 
man, daughter of Mr. and Mr.s. 
H. G. Tupmati. Miss Tupman is 
employed m Vancouver.
*’I'm just cleaning up a littl* 
before the girl comes to cleaa 
up."
ANCIENT SEEDS
I.otus seeds 1,000 years old 
from a Manchurian lake bed have 
prtxiuced bcuutiful blossoms for 
the U.S. parks service.
ALICE WINSBY, Women’s Editor
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Wise Parent Provides In W ill 
For Wishes Regarding Estate
S t
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MYERS, Ph.D.
Oyama Finalizes 
Plans For Frolic 
Held Boxing Day
OYAMA — The ladies auxiliary 
to the Canadian Legion, Branch 
189 Oyama, held their monthly 
meeting in the ladies’ lounge on 
Tuesday, Nov. 3 with 11 mem­
bers present.
Plans were made for the an­
nual Snowball Frolic to be held 
Boxing Day. A work party will 
be held on November 19 to make 
snowmen’ and other decorations 
for this dance. A pot luck supper 
and social evening was also plan­
ned to be held on Nov. 28.
Mrs. Lucy Knox, president of 
the zone council, and district re­
presentative, Mrs. Cowan will be 
invited to the December meeting, 
'liie monthly prize was won by 
Miss Terry Busch.
I  By VERA WINSTON
" Hnndsomo « w 0 a 10 r s and 
jsrnort skirts take up more and 
more space in sports .sections 
of stores this season. Off-white 
Is the color of this bulky orlon 
knit. It has n collar and iiocket 
trim of gray-green flat knit. 
‘A centre notch allow.i for a 
l^ s c r  look. The shapely skirt Is 
of yarn dyed worsted In <lark
?li*ccn with a grosgraln ribbon 
oke set on in darker nn<l light­
er green. Same plot 1s worked 












Helpful To CARS 
Told
A a meeting of Alpha Epsilon 
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi held 
at the homo" of Kay Ainsworth, 
President Peggie Pavlik and 
vice-president Mary Slowlcr rC' 
IMirtcd that they had attended 
the dinner honoring Miss Mary 
Pack of CARS and presented to 
the local branch a cheque to help 
further thi.s work.
Miss Pack, who i.s an'interna­
tional honorary member of Beta 
Sigma Phi told of how much Is 
done for CARS by the sorority 
all over D.C,
Plans were made for the Im­
pending visit 6f Doctor Lotta 
Illtchmnnova,
Peg Pavlik and Kay Ainswqrth 
presented the program on speech 
which was both interesting and 
entertaining, ,
Tlie next meeting will be held 
at the Ihomc of Ixiis Kills on 
Wednesday, November 12.
Popular Item Made 
By Shrine Auxiliary
Light a candle for a crippled 
child, Thi.<t is the slogan of the 
Kelowna l-adles Shrine Auxiliary, 
who for the second year are 
making Christmas candles for 
sAle,
Last yem* these proved very 
popular, awl anyone wishing to 
order candles this year 1-s asked 
to call 3701, 3603 or 68.53. All 
proceetls go to the worthiest pos­
sible enutre at Christmas, the 
crippled chlldlrcti.
OYAMA NEWS
OYAMA—The annual meeting 
of St. Mary’s W.A. was held 
Thursday at the home of Mrs. 
G. Pothecary, Sr, with nine 
members present. After the re­
ports were read the United 
Thank offering boxes were col­
lected from each member.
Rev. C. Lutener was guest 
speaker and also chairman for 
the election of officers who 
are: Mrs, F; Eyles, president; 
Mrs. V. Ellison, vice-president; 
Mrs. G. Pothecary, secretary- 
treasurer; Mrs, A, Gray, needle­
work; Mrs. M, Tiicker, advertis­
ing; and Mrs, T, Towgood, social,
Plans for the fall bazaar to be 
held November 20 were com­
pleted.
After the meeting adjourned, 
ten was served by the hostess, 
Mrs. G. Pothecary.
It’s amazing how many parents 
never make out a will. As a re­
sult, much of what they leave 
behind may be spent excessively 
on litigation and its distribution 
may be far different from what 
they might have wished.
Parents should make out a 
will, no matter how small their 
wealth. And they should employ 
an attorney to help them draw 
it up so that they can be more 
sure their wishes will be carried 
out.
Curious, isn’t it, how many 
parents like to imagine the size 
cf their estate at death and what 
people will say of it?
PRESENT NEEDS 
This urge causes many of them 
to deny themselves excessively 
and to limit unduly their expendi­
tures for the education of their 
children. How much wiser these | 
parents would be if they spent 
more on educating their children, 
or helping them in their early 
financial struggles with their 
families, than in striving chief­
ly to leave them a sizable 
monetary inheritance. |
Not many children, given a I 
good education or adequate help 
with their young families or in' 
setting up a plan of livelihood,] 
have profited much from an in­
heritance. To often they and 
their children are only made 
more selfish. Think of the chil­
dren who are secretly waiting 
and wishing for the old folks to 
die!
LONG-LASTING SERVICE
Having helped your children 
constructively while you were 
alive, consider some long-lasting 
services you might render in your 
will—scholarships for poor boys 
and girls, , financial aid for a 
college or university, your local 
church, library or ho.spitnl.
Just to leave a legacy that Is 
sizable to the church, say, for its 
general budget, might hot bo 
wise if it causes the present and 
future membership to be lax 
about their own responsibiUtles 
for contributions. It may be bet­
ter to consider .some permanent 
need which otherwise Is not like­
ly to bo met. Don’t attach too 
many strings to such a bequest, 
lest your purpo.scs might be 
hampered by them. j
Now and then a parent will dis-| 
Inherit a particular child who hasi 
not measured up to his cxpcctn-l 
tions or who has mode choices] 
he docs not appiovc—evcn, per
haps, in matters of religion.
SET UP A TRUST 
, It’s hard to imagine a parent 
disinheriting a child for espous­
ing a religion that is different 
from his own. I can, however, 
imagine some who might believe 
a child is unfit to spend an in­
heritance wisely.-In that event, 
a fund should be put in trust for 
this child.
No parent should use his will 
to do after his death what he 
lacks the courage to do while 
alive—not if he wants his chil­
dren to remember him as fair 
and just. . ‘
ANSWERING PARENTS’ 
QUES'nONS 
Q. Would you encourage chil­
dren to talk and laugh at meal­
time? . -
A. Yes, when their fun can be 
shared by all.
.....  +
- < '  ̂ -w* T-”  -
NEW c a r e e r " "
*Tm on my way,” rejoices 
rescued miner Harold Brine 
from his hospital bed in Spring- 
hill after hearing he had been 
offered a job by Toronto rug 
company. Brine’s wife had 
pleaded that he never return 
to mining work. Offers of em­
ployment, holidays and $400,- 
000 in cash have poUred into 
the disaster - stricken com­
munity from across Canada.
DANISH SUGAR
Denmark in 1958 had 25,000 
producers and 178,000 acres of 
land in sugar-beet production.
South Africa will celebrate its 
golden juMlee as a nation in 1960.
‘ML
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Music Critics Elect 
Woman journalist
PITTSnURGlL (API -  I,conorc 
Crawford music and arV critic 
'of the I-ondon 6 nt. Fre«, Press 
Saturday was elected a vloc- 
pre.sldent of the mii.sic critics' ns- 
.soclntion. Miles Knstendleek mu­
sic editor of the New York 
Journal American was re-elected 
president.
EARLY START
Children Ahmild be taken for 
their first dental checkup as ifarly 













KELOWNA 2 6 1 0
I48S Ellis SI. 
Opposite the post Of flee
U«k»s Mkka l« apply H, ivb taop 
Ml tS* frmkt of p flla dniwM la 
malia H (jjkia
NOTICE TO CIVIC MUSIC MEMBERS
Reciprocal arrangements nave been made with “^vcifure 
Concert Ass^lation” in Summcriand whereby Kelowna and 
District Civic Music Members will be admitted to the 
teoncert of
OZAN MARSH -  Pianist
llie .SUMMKIII.XND HIGH SL'HOOI.
' ' on
MONDAY KVENINC;, NOVKMKBER 10
For admission please bring your membership cards
SCOTT'S ANTI-CRAY
HAIRTONE
PUTS C0[LOUR IN YOUR LIFE- 
tfSTORES BEAUTY 
TO CtAY AND faded HAIR
•  Far both man and woman
•  Giaaialaii whita craam
•  Part Linolin boM
•  Gnditiont tba hair
•  Money back gnarantat
Nat A' Tint 
-Will Not Wash Ont
Uit at directad for two or Ibrat 
waaka, than only aa raquirad,
XWO fllZES f  3  AND $ 6
dy(;k 's , loncph,




The Daintiest, Freshest things next to you!
S Y t :
b ra s  a n d  g ird les
Daisy Fresh Is the surest, p re tties t w a y  to  the figure you dream  
o f having, and you’ll discover you’ re  a lw a ys  fresh from the skin out 
in Daisy Fresh bras a n d  g ird le s  because they're fo r
lasting freshness,
/  Daisy Fresh bandeau in  em bro idered  broadcloth and e la ttic i 
$3 .00 . Also in longline, basque and 4 -w a y  styles.
Daisy Fresh z ippered  g ird le  In elastic w ith  satin panels sprinkled 
w ith tiny daisies, $ 16 ,5 0 . Also in pull-on, pan ty  g irdle and g a rte r 
be lt styles.
— the choice o f  fo ih ionob fe  women the w orld  o v t r . \  
GOTHIC • SARONO • DAISY FRESH • NUBACK • IIIV OF FRANCE • TEENFORSA V
Who bufit the mysterious Arctic cairns?
t ■
'Nearly 120 years ago Sir John Franklin’s 
expedition vanished into the Arctic. Since then 46 
expeditions have foiled to solve its disapponranco. 
Now, the discovery by a Star Weekly expedition 
of a group of stone cairns throws now light'on what 
\ really happened to Franklin. Will they help solve 
 ̂the century-old mystery? Don’t miss thm\cxciting 
story in this week’s Star Weekly. \
AN EYEWITNESS AT THE FUNERAl OF POPF PIUS XII
M o rlo y  CHlInghnn, w e ll-k n o w n  C nnm iinn  w r ite r , do- 
scribcH Ills expedenceft in  H om o d t ir i i i f l  llic f iin c rn l o f  , 
the Pone fie n d  I Item n nd  sec th e  impreanive co lo r 
iilu B trn tio n  of th e  ly in g - in -n tn te . -
"WITH 20 MINUTES A DAY I CAN MASTER ANYTHING*
A rthur Godfrey
Thin philosophy  ̂hns brought Arthur Godfrey from 
olmcurity to Ii In prciicnt fnmo. He telln oflilm alrugi' 
nnd BOthnekn, In thin week’s 8l«r Weekly Pf.US sli
 liiti Bl gles 
i L bW  
storicB, comics, o novel and entertaining pkiuro stories.
there is so mtic/i to hold your interest in\his week*s
S IM W E E K C r
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V
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A Cheque Can Bounce In England 
. .  But You Have To Throw It Hard!
By HAL COOPER
LONDON (AP>—A'qu cun make,
‘I believe so. But this! “ I went up the sixjut only once, |
,  . , p  , H , . ^ “• • S  ’ we.re a good judge "a cheque Ixjunce in England, but * * .hor-tes" **
you have to throw it pretty hard_______!......................................... ...... .....!__^
Instead of chucking it back at
LONDON (AP' — Britain’s j you, your bank manager would 
stampede to buy on the cuff has much rather persuade you to ac-J 
businessmen worried. cept a formal overdraft. On this
‘I ts  not easy terms now." sai he can earn the bank monev.
, ' “We will take the hv,K,thelical
Government relaxation of com. case of a ch.up who puts abn it'
^,£100 ($280) a month In the bank.”started a rush for washing me­ an interviewer said to Charles
?m n«; andl^joore. „ retired London branch
In iiict fiv.fl /I • K manager for the National Provin-In just five days credit buy->i-i
ing—the British call it buying on
the never-never—pushed up re­
tail auto arid household appliance 
sales by 30 to 50 per cent.
One of London's biggest auto 
dealers slashed terms to five per 
cent down. 50 months to pay—a
Lunch In Brown Paper 
Bag Vanishing In U.S.
By HUGH MULLIGAN
NEW YORK (A P'-Thnt grand 
old business institution, lunch in 
brown paper bag, is rapidly
When Canadians everywhere 
observe a moment of silence at 
11:00 a.m. on November U, it 
will be in tribute to those Can­
adian servicemen who have 
paid the supreme sacrifice in 
battle. More than one million 
Commonwealth servicemen — 
nearly sixty-five thousand Can­
adians—lie in sixteen thousand 
cemeteries in more than onc-
ZERO HOUR CAME
hundred countries. Marked by 
simple hcad.stones or white 
crosses, tiie graves are rever­
ently eared for by the people of 
the country in which they lie. 
In tribute to Canada's fallen 
soldiers, the above photograph 
shows; CENTRE, a Canadian 
corixiral standing in reverence 
beneath a figure of the Virgin
practically untouched amid the 
ruins of a ehurcli in Carpiquel, 
France; TOP LEFT, row on 
row of crosses in the Canadian 
cemetery at Dieppe. Fiance: 
TOP RIGHT, little Dutch girls, 
two of Ulousands who look after 
graves in the Canadian ceme­
teries in Holland, gazing pen­
sively at crosses in the Holten
Mary, miraculously remaining i cemetery; BOTTOM LEFT, two
small Koman boy.s, while visit­
ing the United Nations Military 
Cemetdry near Pusan, Korea, 
pause beside a grave in the 
Canadian plot to salute those 
who gave their lives in the Kor­
ean conflict: BOTTOM RIGHT, 
rows of crosses in the Canadian 
cemetery at Holten, Holland.
—National Defence Photograhp
CHEQUE HONORED
"every once In a while this chap 
commits a cheque which puts him 
£8 or £10 in the red. Does it 
ricochet?"
"Oh, dear, no,” said Moore, 
far cry from old restrictions re - |“Tbe first several times I would 
jquiring a third to a half down!assume that he was guilty of noth- 
land a maximum of two years to more than careless bookkecji- 
pay it off. ' ing. If the pattern persisted. I
in two days the dealer’s stockjwould be inclined to l>ore overj^Yy^ussed'office*problcrn." at thc 
of new and used ears was gone. | bis account a bit, but I "ould ■ f|oy|  ̂ U(; wijs too busy swap- 
Electrical appliance stores re-|^b'l honor his cheques. Iping a Spanish onion and two
ported frenzied buying. | "It would probably develop that cream cheese and jelly sand-
n ie  wiiiting time to get a new be hud gone a bit overboard on wiches for a chicken liver on rj'c
women, or horses. In this
vanishing from the American 
scene.
In its place is the liquid lunch 
of extra dij- martinis, spiced 
with big deal shop talk, but It's 
not the same at all. Any doctor 
will tell you that.
The man w’ho came to dinner 
with n brown paper bag never
And The Men Went Over The
By DAVE McINTOSIl I His "headquarters” was his branch of the Legion in Winnipeg 
Canadian Press Staff Writer j painter’s shack, in the CNR yards which carries on his work 
u ‘ .u Winnipeg.
zero hour came, -he whlsUCj xherc the down-and-outers W’ent frankly that Moore was a saint, 
blew and the men went over the jjgjp Even during thej unc. a penitentiary guard, said
, .u ■ J ^Depression years he managed to recently he would have been a 
But just before they jumped out J manv of them jobs. He convict himself if it had not been 
out of the trench, a .soldier asked j^haki Home in I for Moore.
Sgt. Jack Moore whether he Winnipeg w h i c h put orphans! Ju.st a few weeks before Moore 
would look after his l'*--'’far^ld  ̂ school and cared for died in 1950, the Legion adopted
orphan sister if he were killed, ja "foster-father" program under
Canada-Russia 
To Open Talks
wa.shing machine has been pushed 
up to .six weeks. Heavy instal­
ment buying had depleted .stocks.
Automatic dryers and new re­
frigerators virtually disappeared 
from showroom floors. The wait­
ing time for more was described 
as indefinite.
T h e  merchants went along 
happily with the boom for a few 
days. But responsible traders be­
gan warning of a rise in bad 
debts for dealers and over-buying 
for the public.
The London car dealer who had 
cut down payments to five per 
jeent raised them to 10 per cent. 
For many Britons, it is a chance
The’ .soldier was killed and During the Second World War, | which veterans aid the children
was^oiinded for the s e c - , wr o t e  two letters a day to his]of other veterans who have died.
ond time—the first was at Vimy 
Ridge a year earlier—but sur­
vived,
Moore remembered and that Is 
why he himself Is remembered 
throughout Canada, particularly 
In Winnipeg and especially on 
this 40th anniversary of the end 
of the First World ’tVar. 
FULFILLED PLEDGE
Moore, than 36, came out of 
Deer Lodge Hospital in Winnipeg 
In 1918. One of the first things he 
did was to find the 14-year-old 
girl, remove her from a farm 
where she had been working, find 
her a home and put her in school. 
She became a nursing sister and 
later matron of a hospital
62 “ sons” in uniform and senti The impetus for this program 
them parcels. Some 40 of them!was provided, of course, by 
still comprise a unit of the No. 1 Moore.
Ottawa Faces Old Jinx 
On Larks' Home Field
OTTAWA fCP)—Canada and,
Some of his "sons” have said the Soviet Union have opened a lfinaliy to '’own” goods *th”a rhav^  
„ . bargaining to been out of their reach since the
extend their current trade agree- war. 
ment, which expires next Feb­
ruary.
There are optimistic views here 
that the talks will lead to an 
increase in Canadian wheat sales 
to the Soviet.
Soviet officials emphasize, how­
ever, that though they are will­
ing to buy more from Canada 
they will not agree to any boost 
in purchases of Canadian wheat 
or other goods until Canada 
makes a firm commitment to 
buy more from Russia.
Under the current arrange­
ment, Canada earns a big sur­
plus in trade with Russia. With
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
By CANADIAN PRESS
Maybe c o a c h  Frank Clair 
should write his Ottawa Rough 
/Riders a letter before they meet 
He eventually became foster- the Alouettes at Montreal in Wed- 
fathcr to 64 boys, 62 of whomj nesday’s Big Four Football Un­
served in the Second World War. j ion semi-final. He’ll have to do 
The other two were found medi-| something drastic because Ri- 
cally unfit. [ders are up against an old jinx.
Arthur Ernest Moore was born i A researcher has unearthed 
Feb. 12. 1882 at Lewisham, Eng-;the interesting information that 
land, and died of a brain tumoriRiders have lost 11 straight 
in Winnipeg Oct. 4. 1950. I games in Montreal the last five
years.He joined the Royal Navy at'
the age of 13. Ho left the navy 
after nine years and he came to 
Canada in 1910, going to work in 
the CNR s h o p s  at Winnipeg 
where he made his homo.
He joined the 44th battalion In 
1914 and served overseas until he 
was sent h o m e  because of 
wounds.
VETERANS’ LEADER
Moore seemed to have no ambi­
tion other than to help others and 
it is probably no exaggeration to 
say toat his work at least indi­
rectly bencfltted some 1,000,000 
Canadians.
He was Dominion chairman of 
the Canadian Legion from its 
founding in 1925 until his death, 
and he helped to draft a veter­
ans’ charter later adopted in sub­
stantial measure by the govern 
ment.
He knew cabinet ministers and 
generals and night watchmen and 
alcoholics and drug addicts. They 
all called him "Jack.”
Though Moore had seven chil­
dren of his own. lie found the 
means to help scores of children
of dead or ailing comrades.
Letter-writing appears to.work. 
Coach Jim 'ITimble of Hamd-
carry off the lanky Livingstone, 
often booed and dubbed "butter­
fingers” for dropping key passes. 
He took a 75-yard pass from 
Etcheverry on the Toronto five- 
yard line with Montreal behind 
12-7 and the final seconds tick­
ing off on the scoreboard clock.
Livingston was spilled at the 
three and Joel Wells went over 
two plays later. Just IVz min­
utes before, Etcheverry tossed a 
short touchdown pass to Red 
O’Quinn.
Billy Bewley, Toronto - born 
kicking specialist, booted the 
game-winning converts.
indications of continuing large 
scale wheat surpluses in Can., 
the Canadian government likely 
will do everythig it can to ea 
courage an increase in purchases 
of Russian goods.
FIRST PACT IN 1956
The first three - year agree­
ment, signed in 1956, committed 
Russia to buy a minimum of 14,- 
700,000 bil s h e 1 s of Canadian 
wheat annually over the three- 
year period.'
In return Canada agreed to re­
duce tariffs on Russian goods to 
the most-favored-nation level, the 
same as for imports from the 
United States and other non- 
Commonwealth members of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade.
, . * J * iu Argonauts, out of the playoffston Tipr-Cats resorted to the straight vear, ap-
peared to be on their way tomails last week to fire up his club and Tiger-Cats responded 
with a 2.3-0 shutout over the 
Riders Saturday in the windup 
of the 14-game schedule. The loss 
spoiled any chance Ottawa had 
of slipping past the Als into sec­
ond place for the home-field play­
off advantage.
ALS’ VICTORY 
Meanwhile, the Alouettes, with 
often - jeered flying wing Ivan 
Livingstone and idolized Sam 
Etcheverry playing the Villain 
role.s, nudged the last-place Tor­
onto Argonauts 14-12 on a last- 
.socond spectacular play. Now 
Als and Riders meet at 1 p.m, 
EST (11 a.m. MST) Wednesday, 
the winner taking on Tlcats In a 
total-points series.
But there Isn’t much cheer in 
Montreal today. Out of the play­
offs i.s brilliant Hal 
with an injured knee.
BUTTER FINGERS 
The 22.844 crowd at Montreal 
had every reason to cheer and
their fifth victory of the season. 
They had set up their 12-0 lead 
on two singles by Dave Mann, a 
field goal by Vic Kristopaitis 
and an eight - yard touchdown 
pass to Menan Schriewer from 
quarter Ronnie Knox.
SHOULD FIT
Poorly-fitted shoes may load 
not only to posture ' faults, but 
even to some nerve and spinal 
ailments.
West Wheat 
Crop Low, But 
Protein High
WINNIPEG (CP) — Western 
Canada’s 1958 wheat crop is low 
in moisture, high in both protein 
and baking strength but, with 
production officially estimated at 
341,0()0,000 bushels, is one of the 
smallest crops harvested In the 
last 10 years.
The board of grain commis­
sioners also reported today the 
estimate included about 16,000,- 
000 bushels of durum wheat. It 
said about 90 per cent of the 
spring wheat will grade No. 3 
northern and higher and about 
85 per cent of the dururn will 
grade No. 2 and No. 3 Canada 
western.
The board's report said the 
average protein content of spring 
wheat is 13.8 per cent, based on 
analyses of 6,689 samples from 
1,771 shipping points In Western 
Canada. The figure is .2 per 
cent below last year’s average 
and .3 per cent above the long­
term average. .
RENOWNED FOR PROTEIN
Canadian wheat is renowned 
for its protein content, important 
for baking quality. The ideal is 
considered 13.3 per cent.
wine
country you always settle with 
your publican, your mistrcs.s and 
your bookkeeper, even if you have 
to fly a kite or two with your 
bank.
"If the client continued to live 
on the bank's money for any 
length of time, I would write him 
a polite note. The note would sug­
gest that he apply for an over­
draft.”
"Apply for an overdraft?” said 
the interviewer. ” It sounds as 
though he already had an over­
draft.”
OVERDRAFT GIVEN
“But the overdraft he has is an 
informal overdraft,” said Moore. 
"If he will accept a formal over­
draft, he can be charged interest 
on it. The going interest is one 
point over the Bank of England 
interest rate—at the moment, 4Vi 
per cent.”
"How much of an overdraft 
would you grant to this hypo­
thetical chap?"
“I would say perhaps £25,” said 
Moore. "For a monthly deposit of 
£1,000 I might go to £250. It is 
said that many people in England 
live on their overdrafts. The 
richer they are, the more likely 
this is to be true.”
"You were with the National 
Provincial how long?”
"Just over 43 years.”
“And how much did you lose In 
unpaid overdrafts?”
already eaten them for lunch « r 
managed to parlay them lrt%i 
•something better. Usually, the 
next fellow's leftovers. -•*
If he worked outdoors, say |j i  
a carpenter or lineman, he was 
the envy of every kid in the 
neighborhood when he spread 
his lunch on somebody’s dooc- 
stop. Tlicre w'asn't a boy alive 
who wouldn’t have risked gettifft 
back to school late to fetch him 
a quart of milk or a tomato from 
the corner stand.
Today the brown bagger still 
exists in Isolated pockets in oar 
frenzied society. But he has go& 
underground for fear of Ix'ing £ •  
tcctcd. Instead of carrying Ms 
sack of sandwiches with pride e®  
a swagger, he conceals Uicmln 
the deep recesses of his attache 
case.
and a slightly soggy tangerine.
LITTLE DRINKING 
And the only mid-day drinking 
he did was an occasional pail of 
beer on a hot day or maybe a 
thermos bottle full of egg nog at 
Christmas time.
Lunch was mysterious, exciting, 
even s o c i a l l y  revealing when 
served in a brown paper bag 
A fellow could come to work 
with a jar of pickled herring and 
a couple of left-over sausages in 
a stale roll, and by adroit trad­
ing w'ind up with a full course 
meal from the paper bags of his 
fellow employees.
In the process, he’d learn who 
had what to eat last night for 
supper, which wives were good 
cooks, who were the real gour 
ments in the crowd (the fellow 
with the devilled eggs, naturally) 
and how much the average fam­
ily budgeted for food. . , , . ,
He could dine on everything Picture of itself on an x-
from anchovies to zwiebachs and r^ ^  film. 
never have to worry about getting! 
an ulcer, tipping the head waiter 
or being outfumblcd on his diner’s 
club card.
FAMILY MAN
The brown bagger, as his cult 
came to be known, was at heart 
a family man. When he left for 
work in the morning, he took a 
little bit of home along with him.
And when he came home at 
night, he never had to face a 
dinner of left-over leftovers. He’d
Antlers Found 
Radio-Active
LONDON (Reutersl — Two sci­
entists reported today that Scot­
tish deer have developed radio­
active antlers because of fallout 
from nuclear tests.
The scientists. Prof. John Haw­
thorn and Dr. Ronald B. Dudk- 
worth of Glasgow, reported in a 
letter to the weekly science jour­
nal Nature that a piece of antler 
taken from a stag shot on an 
island off the west coast of Scot­
land was so radioactive that 'it
You Can Depend On\\ hen kidney* (ail L#to remove exceei 
acidi and waatee. backache, tired i fedlinx. disturbed I rest often follow. I Podd'e Kidney!PilU atimulatel 
kidneys to normal I duty. You feel ] better—sleep bet- ’ ter, work better.You ran depend i Ti*̂ 8ian Dodd’a.GetDodd'aatany drugatora.
m  t $ e y ’$
L U X E
A S U P E R B  W H I8KY IN A 
SMART DECANTER
This-advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or bv the Government of British Columbia.
Man Trying To Reach 
Moon For 5,000 Years
By JOSEPH Mnc.S\VKEN 
('a.naiiUn Press Staff Writer
NEW YORK (CP) -  Man has 
been trying to reacli the imwin 
for at least 5,000 years and for 
ju.st os many leuMins most of 
them silly. ,
The moon-.iecklng scientists In 
the ne\v» twlay may be smarter 
than their amateur ancestors but 
they’re not having any morq fun.
Tljese lessons came through 
with lunar clarity during a visit 
to the "zzom to the moon" show 
at Manhattan's G r o l l e r  Clnb 
where ancient book.s, prints, seals, 
drawings and pninting.s tell a 
whimsical story of man’s moon 
meditations,
TAXER AND LOVE 
Perhaps th«' star of the show 
In Etnnn, a Babylonian shepherd 
who headed for the moon astride 
an eagle to ask God (or lower 
taxes and also to find the secret 
of love.
Flight to the Moon published In 
1813.
LANDING TROUBLE
QUEBEC (CP) — Supplying 
northern outposts, never an easy 
Patterson i task oven for the hardy and cx- 
ipcrienced crows of Canada’s ice- 
1 breakers was particularly tough 
this year for the crew of Barge ! 
75 designed to carry oil and dry 
cargo to the north.
After ramming an Iceberg in 
the nolle I.sle strait Barge V> 
limped to Hudson Strait whore 
she lost both rudders drifting 
helplessly for 37 hours before 
heln aiTlved,
"It’s a miracle we stayed 
afloat’’ said Andrew Penney a 
Newfoundlander serving ns thh-d 
officer on the bnrgo. Ho was the 




and a beautiful bouquet of flowers is being pre­
sented to Mrs. P. Laschard of Morrison Ave., 
Kelowna by M ike Johnson, w e ll known NOCA 
m ilk producer.
Rnndaltlms F o w I e r’ s hero TRIP “TERRIBLE” 
once Joined a beautiful maiden In I Pennov, who has sailed the At-
n pure white cloud and went to 
the moon. He had to somersault 
In apace to land safely on his feet, 
In 1827 a straight-faced book 
described the "manners and cus­
toms, science and philosophy of 
the people of Morosofla and other 
lunarians,"
Going further back: Tl)e Greek 
snllrlsi Lucian sent his hero and 
five others to the moon around 
135 A.D. Their ship spun around 
on a whirliiool until It was finally 
launched Into space. >
In 57 D.C. a magician tr(ed to 
entertain Nero by tnklng off for 
the moon from a high column 
wearing wings, Bnt ho fell and 
Irritated the emi>eror by splatter­
ing his toga with blood. 
FURTHER FLIGHTH 
Another chap A.stolpho flew to
lantlc, tho St. Lawrence River 
and Gulf ni\d the Great Lakes for 
30 years described the first trip 
of Barge 75 as "something ter­
rible,”
She departed Quebec Aug. 1.5 
with drygoods for outnosts 1.500 
miles north of liore, Tlireo days 
later they ran Into Urn iceberg 
In the strait between Newfoiind- 
land and the const of I.abrndor.
"Tlie monster must have been 
40 feet high" Penney said.
After temnorurllv patching up 
n slight leak In the bow plates 
the barge proceeded to her des­
tination but lost both rudders tho 
following day in the JUulson 
Strait. '
She was adrift, for 37 ho)irs lie- 
fore the Icebreaker Labrador 
came to the rescue from Diana
v r ' t>; M. )iO '
H ii' 1 V I (!■
the m«Hin to recover the wits of Bav,
Orlando who had lost them three ‘;,She lowed ,us back to Diana 
'I’hey were Ray where we llpperl the shin,at
You can gaie uiam Et'anu- via ...........
n photographed impression of a months previously 
Babylonian cylinder seal - butjhero all rlght-^lii an urn-ami 
lu'II Joil' yini no wero duly Wdurned to Orlondn,
what |ie nu>v have leaiiu'il ali '̂ui Cyrano de Hergeiae |n his 1 r\idilers 
love and t;ixes ,5()(>0' yeai.s ago, Hlstolre Comlque was one of thej "Afbm
the Ixnv .slicking her slern clear
out of walei'i ami replaced the
' said Penney, '
the rpdders Were inI .. . . , . 1.1 . . . I I .  i ............ - vii.n iMn- III >111 I ui I iiio i wer<'
h '. r ,1 i’ * writers of all alHiut the ;place we carried on with supplv-
tinualli In old and mmlern stories tumm. His first eontrupUon miik- |ng niir out()osts, but we atwilvs 
alKiut the mmui. ScienUsis s|kiU |„« ,,t vials full of dew which had an Icebreaker In the back-
case 
again.”
we ran intoIt all bv lelling us that the m<Hin cvaivorateil quickly ami gave lift ground In 
aftei a|l l̂  iiotiung but a li‘ig)d didirt >ea» li the upHai—H landerl j trouble agi
hopcU's)i d c s e I t where lovers In Caniida Iri.'imld,' --------
would have to eat One another l»i But his hem reached the m<K>n ' HOSI’ITAL BIRTHH
. . i . , ' •() d'nnther machine with the aid More than 90 per cent of On-
But there s .some l,ittle supfKiH of fireworks attached by ml*- tnno births now arc In hospitals 
for the June-moon theory-for in-i rhlevous soldiers'. He went tq the and' In Toronto it's atxiut 03 iwr 
•tame tn (.ieorge Fowler’s î  'sun loo, /  ' , cent.
i i
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19 DAYS IN ADVANCE
An indication of the growth o f Kelowna and 
d is tric t and the increasing popularity o f NOCA 
products and tn ilk  in particular is shown by the 
fact that th is year's m illionth quart o f m ilk was 
bottled 19 days in advance. In 1957 NOCA's 
m illionth quart was bottled on November 26th.
f
I (■ '  IT
FOR HOME DELIVERY CALL 2 1 5 0
You Read His W a n t A d - H e  W ill Read Y o u rs -D ia l 4 4 4 5
THE DAILY COUtlEE t  
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LYSONS — Hubert Bertram Da­
niel, aged 86, of Okanagan Mis­
sion, passed away at his resi­
dence on Friday, November 7th. 
Funeral services at St. Michael 
and All Angels’ Church on Tues­
day, November lUh, at 2:30 p.m. 
with Rev. Cyril Clarke olficating, 
assisted by Rev. John Maunseil. 
Cremation will follow. He is sur­
vived by his loving wife, Emilia, 
one son Eric of Green Lake, B.C., 
one daughter Joan (Mrs. H. V. 
Webb of Okanagan Mission), four 
grandchildren and two sisters. 
Kelowna Funeral Directors have 






No. 8 — 286 Bernard Av*. 
PHONE 2821
Funeral Homes
The Interior’s finest Mortoary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.
1663 ElUa St. Phone 2204
tf
1975 Square Feet o f Floor Area
ALL ON ONE FLOOR
Contains 28 ft. living room with wall to wall carpeting, lovely 
dry wall panelling, all double glazed huge windows and stone 
fireplace with slate raised hearth. There is also a double 
garage, double plumbing and two GE low pressure oil fur­
naces. All situat«id on a secluded acre lot just across from the 
lake.
Phone 3227 for details
Charles D. GaiJdes Real Estate
288 Bernard Avc. Phone 3227
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H. CLARK &  CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants
1526 EUis St. Kelowna, B.C. 
Phone 3590
Lost and Found
LOST — SANDY COLORED FE­
MALE Cocker Spaniel. Has long 
tail. Phone 7272. 84
REVENUE PROPERTIES
9 SUITES—Income $400 per month.
4 SUITES—Income $310 per month.
2 SUITES—Income $185 per month.
U UNIT AUTO COURT—Income about $14,000 per year. 
These properties show good return on investment. 
SEE GEO. GIBBS OR PHONE 8900 FOR DETAILS
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
364 Bernard Avenue 
PHONES 2127 — 8900 or 4715
REDUCED $500 
FOR QUICK SALE
Immediate possession of this 
brand new 3 bedroom stucco 
bungalow’, containing o v e r  
1,100 square feet with oak and 
tile floors, built in cupboards, 
electric hot water heater and 
natural gas furnace. Full price 
$10,500.00 with $3,500.00 down.
ANYONE KNOWING T H E  
whereabouts of our pet, Randy, 
lost Nov. 5, year old, well grooms 
ed, male cocker spaniel, reddish 
brown in color, please phone 
Winfield 2735. Reward. 85
THOMPSON
ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
Accounting — Auditing 
Incotre Tax Service 
Trustee In Bankruptcy 
Notary Public










for your office furniture!




Cliff Slusar, 729 Glenwood. New 
phone 7163. Formerly 1755 
Richter. 93
Business Personal
Dr. Lloyd A. Day
DENTIST
Ste. 2. BELVEDERE APTS. 
PHONE 4805
Hours 9-12 a.m. — 2 - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday except by 
appointment
M, W, S.. tf




Complete Oil Burner Service
84
For Rent
3 ROOM UNFURNISHED Suite- 
Private entrance and bath, close 
in. Phone 3821. tf
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone 2215. tf
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT 
by the night or weekly rates. One 
block from post office. 453 Law’- 
rcnce Ave. or phone 2414. tf
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM 
ground floor suite, available 
November 10. Call 907 Wilson 
Avenue. 84
THREE ROOM SUITE WITH 
bath. Private entrance, stove 
supplied. Apply Reliable Motors 
and Tires or phone 2419. tf
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING 
suite. Private bath, $35.00 month, 
heat and light included. Phone 
6876 or call 2538 Pandosy.
2 ROOM SUITE. HEATED AND 
well furnished, close in. Abstain­




Immediate possession of a 2-room 
apartment, with private bath­
room. Heated, furnished, and re­
decorated. Call 784 EUiott Ave., to 
see or phone 2234. tf
3 room furnished home near 
Gyro Park, garage and cooler. 
FuU price $2,700.00 with $1,- 
000.00 down.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 
rent. Phone 3566. 85
'TWO BEDROOM MODERN Vl.A 
Homo. Furnace and propane 
range. $55.00 per month. Phone 
SO8-5570. tf
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE IN 
downtown district. Phone 2620.
83. 87
COSY. CLOSE IN, TWO ROOM 
apartment. Suit business person. 
Modern kitchen cabinet with hot 
and cold. Well furnished, gas 
furnace. 770 Bernard Ave. Phone 
8540. 88
GENTLEMEN WOULD SHARE 
modern home with couple for 
winter. Phone 3658. 82
3 GOOD RENTALS 
WITH IMMEDIATE 
POSSESSION
New 2 bedroom home in O.K. 
Mission, gas furnace, full base­
ment. $90.00 per month.
Two 3 room apartments In 
duplex, very close in, $42.50 
each side.
Johnston &  Taylor
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Avc„ Radio Bldg. 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
Okanagan Radio Schedule
FOUR BEDROOM HOME — 
Large livingroom, diningroom, 
kitchen and sunroom. Full base­
ment, yard newly fenced, large 
lot with fruit trees, garden, lawns 
etc., located in Bankhead area. 
Phone 8767 for appointment to 
see this good family home. 68
FOR SALE — ULTRA MODERN 
three bedroom split level home in 
Glenview Heights. Automatic 
heat, fireplace and mahogany 
planking in the livingroom, NHA 
mortagage. Phone 6937.
81. 82, 86, 87, 92, 93
CALL KELOWNA UPHOLSTER 
ING 2819 — Have your, favorite 
chair or chesterfield suite re­
covered to look like new. Free 
estimates. Sastifaction guaran­
teed. 87
BAZAAR AND CHICKEN SUP­
PER Catholic Church Hall, Rut­
land, Tuesday. Nov. 11.
47. 53, 59, 65. 71, 77. 83, tf
FOR LEAKY BASEMENTS, gen­
eral carpentry, remodelling, cab­
inet work, and other work, phone 
3328. 87
NEAT COZY COTTAGE. THREE 
rooms and bathroom with shower. 
All furnished suitable for couple 
with child. Phone 3104. tf
FURNISHED 2 ROOM FRONT 
suite, main floor. 1660 Ethel St 
Phone 3670. 83
OFFICE FOR RENT — LOTS OF 
light, boated, and parking space. 
453 Lawrence Ave. Phone 2414.
tf
FIRST UNITED CHURCH BA­
ZAAR Nov. 19 at 2:00 p.m.
74. 83 , 88
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. U
LIGHT A CANDLE FOR A 
crippled child. Order your hurri­
cane candles by phoning 3701, 
3603 or 6855. Kelowna Ladies 
Shrine Auxiliary. 88
WE BUILD ANY KIND OF 
houses, also repair work and al­
terations. All type of cement 
work. Phone 2028. - tf
THE LADIES AUXILIARY OF 
the Fourth Kelowna Cub and 
Scout Pack are having a general 
meeting Nov. 14 at the Anglican 
Parish Hall at 8 p.m. All mothers 
are urgently requested to attend.
83, 84, 83
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. tf
NOTICE TO CIVIC MUSIC mem­
bers: Reciprocal arrangements 
have been made with Overture 
Concert A.ssociation in Summer- 
land whereby Kelowna and Dis­
trict Civic . Music Association 
members will be admitted to the 
concert of Ozan Marsh, pianist, 
on Monday evening, November 
10, in the Summcrland High 
School. For admission please 
bring membership cards.
P u b lic  S tenog rapner
YVONNE F. la iS H
Office; Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue. 
Business Hours: 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment 
Phones: Bus. 2547 Res. 7924 
M. Thur., T ri.. tf.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
in new house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone 4834.
mon. wed. frl tf
In Memoriam
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCA­
VATING LTD. for ditches, pipe­
lines, septic tanks. Phone 2834, 
M. Th, tf.
McKENZIE—In loving memory 
of John McKenzie, who passed 
away Nov. 11. 1955.
Gone from us but leaving 
membrios
Death can never take away. 
Memories that will always linger 
While upon this earth we stay. 
Ever rcmmcbcrcd by his loving 
wife and daughter Helen.____83
WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor, Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone 
your requirements now, 3578,
M. Th. t t
Deaths
FISH — F'uncral service for the 
late Mrs. Catherine Fish, aged 
82 years, wife of Mr. John Fish 
of 1077 Glenn Ave., who passed 
away on Friday. November 7th, 
will bo held from Day’s Chapel 
of Romcinbrnnee on Monday, 
November 10th, at 11 a.m. Rev 
R, S. I^ltch will conduct the ser­
vice. The remains is being for 
warded to Vancoqver for Crema 
tlon. Surviving Mrs. Fish is one 
son, and one daughter, John Me- 
NIcol of Vancouver and Cathor 
Ino (Mrs. C. F. Brooks) of Kltl 
mat, B.C., two grandchildren 
Clyde and Ann Brooks, Day’s 
Funeral Service l.s in charge of 
the arrangements.
STEWART — Sarah Jaac 
..aged 61, of Ellison, passed 
away in Kelowna General 
Hospital on Saturday, November 
8th. Funeral services at the Rut 
land United Churcli on Wednes 
day. November 12th, at 2:30 p.m 
with Rev. J . A, n. Adams offlc 
lating. Intcrmcnl will follow In 
Kelowna Ucuctery. She Is sur 
v lv ^  by her hush and, Robert 
three 8on.s, Victor of Gknmorc 
Aubrey and Hugh, both of EUl 
non, thrW  daughters.^ Heather 
<Mrs, H. Turcotle, bpedcricton 
N.B.), Doreen (Mrs. A. D. Perry 
of KoiownnL Fay (Mrs. P. Gwrr 
^  Revelstokel. nine grandchild. 
reh» biro slaters and three bro< 
thora, Including VValtcr Strnnn 
gtiani of Kelowna, Kelowna Fu­
neral Directors have been en 
tlU sM  with tbo arrangements 
It is rcs'|)cctfuUy m iucsted there 
bo no flowers.___ __ ^
"liiop  M u g  nionc)! Rent vaenn 
dc.n through rent ads In Th<)
courier. C«U
wrilOTi.
4443 for an ad-
NEW SUITE. NICELY FUR 
NISHED. Two blocks from Post 
Office. Apply phone 2807. 87
TWO BEDROOM FULLY MOD­
ERN cottage 7(4 miles from Kel­
owna in Rutland district. Suitable 
for retired couple. Reasonable 
rent. Phone 6052 between 6 and 
7 p.m. 84
TWO ROOM APARTMENT WITH 
private bath. Partly furnished, 
automatic oil heating. Central lo­
cation. Ttto blocks from main 
street on Leon Ave. Adults only. 
Available Nov. 1st. Phone 8027. tf
SEE REEKIE AGENCIES, 253 
Lawrence Ave. Phone 2346. tf
4 BEDROOM STUCCO SEMI- 
bungalow, large matching garage, 
220 wiring, corner lot, aU fenced. 
Phone 7386. 86
BACHELOR SUITE AND ONE 
bedroom apartment. Fully mod­
ern, complete with refrigerators, 
electric ranges, hot water heat­
ing. Laundry facilities with auto­
matic washer and dryer. Call at 
Bennett’s Store. M, W, F, tf
AVAILABLE NOW, UNFURN­
ISHED bachelor suite, half block 
from town. Bed sitting room, 
bathroom, kitchen, refrigerator 
and electric range. Oil heat. $55 
call 2125. tf
2 ACRES JUST OUTSIDE KELr 
OWNA. Wonderful view, good 
water. Phone 2508. tf
SORRY—But CKOK and CJIB 




4:00 Prairie News 
4:05 You Asked For It 
5:00 News 
5:05 Rambling 
5:30 People's Exchange 
6:00 News 
6:05 Sports 
7:00 CBC News 
7:15 Roundup 
7:30 Operetta Time 
8:00 Good News of the Air 
8:30 Farm Forum 
9:00 Project ’59 
10:00 News
10:15 Provincial Affairs 
10:30 Back To The Bible 





1:00 News and sign off
TUESDAY 
6:15 Sign On 
6:16 News in a Minute 
6:17 Earlybird Show 
6:45 Chapel in the Sky 
7:00 News 
7:05 Earlybird Show 
7:30 News 
8:00 CBC News 
8:10 Sport Report 
8:30 News 
9:00 News
9:05 Over the Back Fence 
9:55 Club Calendar 
10:00 News
10:05 Man at the Airport 
10:15 Westward Ho 
10:30 The Ent World 
10:45 Remembrance Day 
11:15 Be My Guest 
11:20 Casino 
12:15 News and Sports 
12:30 B.C. Farm Broadcast 
12:55 Time Out 
1:00 News 
1:05 Ladies’ Choice 
1:25 Women’s News 
1:30 Cruel Sea 
2:00 School Broadcast 
2:30 Famous Voices 
3:00 News
3:05 Through the Mcnin Gate
3:30 Startime
4:00 Prairie News
4:05 You Asked For It
5:00 News
5:05 Rambling
5:30 Lost and Found
6:00 News
6:05 Sports




2 ROOM FURNISHED SUITE 
with electric stove. 1034 Bordon 
Ave. 78. 83
Board And Room 
Wanted
ROOM AND BOARD WANTED 
RCMP OFFICER SEEKS board 
and room in private home. Phone 
3300. 83
Like to mind your own busi­
ness? Look for one in the Busi­
ness Opportunities column in the 
want ads.
BOARD AND ROOM FOR Young 
businessmen , in comfortable 
home. 1086 Martin Ave. Phone 
6256. tf
SEE REEKIE AGENCIES — 253 
Lawrence Ave., Kelowna, phone 
2346. tf
7:30 Marine Investigator 
8:00 Drama in Sound 
8:30 Anthology 
9:00 Jack’s Choice 
9:30 Leicester Square 
10:00 News 
10:15 Critic.s at Large 
10:30 Back to the Bible 
11:00 News 
11:05 Today in Sport 
11:10 The Cruel Sea 
11:40 Listen 
12:00 News
1:00 News and Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
6:15 Sign On 
6:1$ News in a Minute 
6:17 Earlybird Show 
6:45 Chapel in the Sky 
7:00 News 
7:05 Earlybird Show 
.7:30 News 
8:00 News 
8:10 Sport Report 
8:30 New’s 
9:00 News
9:05 Over the Back Fence 
9:30 Money Man 
9:55 Club Calendar 
■10:00 News
110:05 Man at the Airport 
110:15 Westward Ho 
i 10:30 Entertainment World 
i 11:00 News 
! 11:03 Be My Guest 
11:10 Who Am I?
11:20 Casino
11:55 Stork Club





1:15 Appointment with Beauty
1:25 News (Women’s)
1:30 Reach for the Sky 
2:00 School Broadcast 
2:30 Famous Voices 
3:00 News 
3:05 Coffee Break 
3:30 Star Time 
4:00 Prairie New.s 
4:05 You Asked For It 
5:00 News 
5:05 Rambling 
5:30 People’s Exchange 
6:00 News 
6:05 Sports
7:00 CBC News and Roundup 
7:30 CBC Wednesday Night 
10:00 News 
10:15 Silent Friends 
10:30 Back To The Bible 
11:00 News 
11:05 Today in Sports 
11:10 Reach for the Sky 
11:40 Listen 
12:00 News
1:00 News and Sign Off
ward immediate goals as well at 
for making long-range plans 
Make the most of it, and don’t 
allow yourself to be distractc<! 
by non-essentials. You can ex­
pect to hear some excellent ncwi 
—most likely in the P.M.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
if Wednesday is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
the next eight months can provi 
very constructive W'hcre youi 
affairs are concerned — IF you 
put forward best efforts, avoid 
making hasty decisions and curt 
a tendency toward aggressive­
ness, which could alienate thosa 
in a position to aid you. Empha­
size your diligence and ingenu­
ity, especially during the nexl 
four weeks, and go after the 
things you want — but diploma­
tically!
Mi(l-Dcccmber could bring you 
some excellent financial news, 
but don’t offset vwssible gain by 
being extravagant. Personal re­
lationships will be under good 
aspects for most of the year 
ahead, and you may look for­
ward to a period of unusual ca­
reer activity during the first six 
months of 1959 — especially il 
your leanings are along inven­
tive or scientific lines. Tliere li 
a possibility that you will travel 
or otherwise change your en­
vironment between next June and 
September.
A child born on this day will 
be vivacious, direct of manner 




TORONTO (CP)—Police Chl« 
James Mackey launched a per­
sonal inquiry today into charges 
against 11 policemen accused ol 
engineering break-ins most had 
been detailed to investigate.
The chief, in his post less than 
six months, broke off a hunting 
trip and hurried back to the city 
when told of nighttime raids that 
rounded up the suspects, all on 
the Metropolitan Toronto force. 
The arrests climaxed an internal 
investigation of several weeks by 
senior officers.
Police said more than $2,000 
worth of goods has been recov* 
ered—golf clubs, fishing rods, 
rugs, floor tiling, toilet articles 
and men’s clothing.
ROUSED FROM BED
Some suspects were arrested 
while they sat In police cruiser*. 
Others were roused from bed.
C O N T R A C T  B R ID G E
NATIVE WORKERS
South African gold mines In 
September, 1958, employed 333,« 
000 native workers.
Articles For Sale
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORK­
ING young fellow. Phone 6527 or 
2008 Ethel St. 85
Fuel And Wood
DRY FIR SLABS AND BUSH- 
V/OOD. Immediate delivery. 
Phone 6821. 89
2 COAL-WOOD HEATERS. Used 
but with many years of service 
left. Selling for $15.00 each. 
Phone 3744 or call to see heaters 
at 803 Lawrence (Glenn). tf
Articles Wanted
WANTED — MECCANO SET, 
doll carriage, and stroller, in 
good condition. Phone 3298.
79. 83
Business Opportunities
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­




desires part time babysitting in 





The RCAF has opcning.s now 
for .skilled cnrollccs
WANTED:.( f . I
Medical, Laboratory and Oper 
atlng Room Assistants, Clerk 
Stcno.s, tlccrcatlon Spcclnllst.s, 
Meteorology Observers, Clerk 
Medical and Clerk Accountants.
Qu a lific a tio n s
Age ll̂  - 29 lnchi.sivo 
Single ,
Grade 9 or belter 
M|cdlcnlly fit 
Free to travel
Contact your Career Counsellor
in KJelowna at the Armouries
from 0 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Wwlnesduy, 3 December. 1958
83.
HOUSE FOR RENT 
or Suitable for Small Business.






9. Cut. as 
whiskers

























21. Wild buffalo3l. German
(Ind.)
16. Labors hard 22. Hebrew
19. Music note
20. Clamor

















































TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass cop­
per, lead, etc. Honest grading 
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
Iron and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior 
St., Vancouver, B.C. Phone 
Mutual 1-6357. M-TH-tf
SCRAP STEEL WANTED—C/L 
lots; also auto body tin. Com­
mercial Steel & Metals, 2561 Wil- 
lingdon Ave., Burnaby 2, Van-
tfcouver, B.C.
WANTED TO BUY BOY'S TRI- 
cycle in good condition. Phone 
8767. tf
Cars And Trucks
1952 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE 
New top, two new tires, new paint 
job, good upholstery. Clean inter­
ior, automatic transmission and 
power windows. Priced to sell — 
$350.00 down. Pliono 8699 even­
ings or 4445 days.
By B. JAY BECKER 
(Top Record-Holder in Masters’ 
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The bidding;
South West North East 
1 > Pas.<« 2 > Pass 
Pass Pass
Opening lead—two of diamonds. 
Part score contracts seldom 
have dramatic value. But occa­
sionally one comes along where 
the opportunity for good play can 
bo profitable seized, and, though 
the stakes are low, the satisfac­
tion generated may bo equal to 
that obtained from making or 
defeating a higher contract.
We submit this hand which oc 
curred in a national champion 
ship some ycnr.s ago. Heroine of 
the deal was Helen Sobol, of New 
York, who held the East hand.
The bidding went normally. 
North’s raise was perhaps a trifle 
H g h ^ b u ^ ^ o ^ ^
1952 MORRIS MINOR — BEST 
offer. Phone 8239 after 4 p.m.
tf
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model car, 
sec us about our low cost flnnnp 
Ing service, nvailnl)lc for cither 
dealer or private sales. Cnrruth- 
ors and Mciklc Ltd., 364 Bernard 
Avo,, Kelowna, B.C.
82, 83, 84, 04, 05, 06
■~, H erX '
n*K>
Gardening and Nursery
KINE-ST HLAt’K MOUNTAIN 
top soil for giinirn and lawns; 
also driveway shale, sand and 
gravel. Phone 81M, W. J . Rojem, 
^j^ucking. If
DAILY C’RTFTOIlUOTIi: ~  nera^a how to work Iti 
A X V D L B A A X R  
to L O  N G F E L L 0  W
One letter slmnly Mnnda tor another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’s. X for the two O'a. etc. Single letters, npostrophea, 
the length nnd formation of the words nro nil hints. Each day the
code Inttcrs nro different
Equipment Rentals
FIA30R SANDING MACHINES 
and polishers now nvailablo for 
rent In,Kelowna; also spray guns, 
skill saw, and electric disc and 
vibrator sanders, D & B Paint 
Spot Ltd. For details phono 3636.
M, W. F, tf
emptive value of the two spade 
bid, it was acceptable.
Declarer won the diamond lead 
with the ace and cashed the 
queen. He then led a low heart 
towards the queen, hoping West 
might have the ace and duck, thus 
permitting a club loser to be dis­
carded on the diamond king.
But Mrs. Sobel took the ace 
and made the inspired shift to the 
jack of clubs! Declarer was dead. 
Whether he covered with the 
queen or ducked, the defense 
could not be prevented from tak­
ing three immediate club tricks.
And these, added to the heart 
trick and two inevitable trump 
losers, defeated the contract one 
trick.
Only the jack of clubs play 
could do the trick. Had Mrs. ^ b c l 
led back a low club, declarer 
could duck, and thus hold the 
club losers to two.
Or if she had first cashed the 
ace of clubs and then returned a 
club, the defense would win only 
two club tricks.
Mrs. Sobol’s defense was well 
reasoned. If her partner held the 
king, no harm could come from 
the jack play, nnd if her partner 
also held the nine, a trick cpuld 
bo gained.
There was a good chance, judg 
ing from South’.s pass of two 
spades, that West held club 
strength. Even if South had the 
club king, it was unlikely harm 
would come from the jack piny
And in true story-book fashion 
everything worked out just ns 
Mrs, Sobel had planned,_____
COLORFUL ROUTE
The Orient Express, scene of 
many fictional spy dramas, trav­
els from Paris to Istanbul.
NORTHERN POST
Godthaab in Greenland, with a 
population of 2,000, was founded 
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No white apace, 
Minimum 10 words.
1 iniertlon , per word >4
3 coniccuUve
Insertions ____ per word 2}44
8 consecutive Insertlona 
or m o re ______per word 2<
Clasatllcd Display
One Insertion — $1.12 Inch
$ conuccuUve
Insertlona __ 1.03 Inch
t  consecutive Insertions 
or more ...... .......  J)5 Inch
Classified Cards
I count lines dally ...$ U.OO month 
Dally for 6 months ... 6,50 montn 
Each additional line .  2.00 month 
One Inch daily — 17.30 month 
One Inch 
t  times week ■ ■ 10.00 month
FOR TOMORROW
Excellent lunar Influences In­
dicate a day of fine opportunltlcK. 
Business and financial dealings 
should prosper nnd you can make 
good job' headway, too. Bo tact­
ful in tlcnling with associates, 
however especially in the P.M. 
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope Indlcutcs that, 
while you may bo currently fac­
ing some confusing situations, 
you can, by capitalizing on your 
innate dotormlnntlon, solve most 
problems within the next thirty 
days. November is, of course, 
YOUR month, and , you should 
put forth every effort NOW to 
make certain of the atlnlnmcnts 
presnged l)y the stars within the 
next eight months,
Don't 1)0 loo aggressive with 
others, however, You, will nc 
compllsh more by working co­
operatively with associates nnd 
loved ones.
Avoid extravagance, too, since 
conservatism will be your key; to 
an improved status. Those 
medical and other scientific 
fields s)iould find the first six 
months of 1050 inspiring, but all 
can profit through originality of 
Ideas nnd ingenuity in putting 
them over. Travel nnd romance 
will be under good aspects be 
tween June nnd September.
A child born on this day could 
be highly successful in the fields 
of dentistry or surgery; also in 
the law or In any confidential 
work.
FOR DAY AFTER TOMORROW
Tills Is a most constructive 
pcrirwl for mnkjng headway lo-
Building Materials
cedI vF I ’enc
sale. Phono 6773, tf
Farm Produce
FOR SALE CHEAP! RED AND 
golden delicious, spartan and 




00c live or $1,25 oven ready. Rch- 
Unger Poultry Farm. Glcnmore, 
J^hone 7620. ' 63
Farm Equipment
D7 CATI-D
Hulldozlng, contract or otherwise 
Phone Penticton 6890 or 0.'177.
Boats and Engines
15 FT. FIBRE GLASSED DE 
LUX Gulfmilstcr bOnt, iwwcre 
by electric Mercury Outixinni 
Complele, wllli trnllcr,' canvas 
cover, water iikil.*! nnd ropes 
Many extrnn. Hits to be, seen to 
be appreciated 2217 Ixing St 
jiliono 8837.
(iLAHS YuiiHlKMit witli 20 horse 
IMiwer motor, steering controls, 
five gnlloii mllemoslcr, canvas 
covering and oars. Snap, $423,00 








RcvcU Model Kits 
Leathcrcraft Copperernft 
Shcllcraft Woodburning Kits 
Paint-by-number Kits 










Ask for It . . .






Phone your carrier fir#t
Then H your Courier is not 
delivered by 7,00 p.m.
JUST TFXEPIUONE
RUDY'S TAXI 
2 6 1 0
And n copy will bo 
dcspntclicd to you nt once
This special delivery service 
Q avalittblo nightly belwecn 




Five Men Aboardj 
Drill Rig Drown
PORT BURNYELL. Ont, <CP)- 
 ̂ Hop« all but disappeared today 
tor any of the five men aboard 
■n off-ihorc gas-drilling rig In 
^ k c  Erie ripped apart by gales.
-bOVGH fVOUO
Eastern Canada has five spe* 
d e l of hickory trees, noted as 
the strongest of Canadian hard­
woods.
AUSTRALIAN BANK
The National Bank of Austral­
asia, with 850 branches through­
out the world, was founded at 
Melbourne in 1858.
I Vancouver Cyclist
I SCARBOROUGH, Me. *AP»-A 
bicyclist bound for Boston says( 
ihis travels have scarcely begun. | 
even though he already has trav- ' 
ielird fro.-n Vancouver. 1
I Victor Zajelsnik, 31, of Vancou­
ver, said Thursday night that 
from Boston he will go to New 
York, then take a ship to Cape­
town. When tired of Africa, he
STEADY RUN
T h e  N orrkoplngs T id n ln g t r ,
one of Sweden's oldest dally 
newspapers, celebrated its 200th 
anniversary in 1953.
ANCIENT MAN
Primitive Americans worked 
by firelight at least 8.000 years 
ago in Russell Cave in Jackson 
County, Alabama.
Seek legislation
HANEY, B.C. (CP)-The B.C. 
Fall Fairs Association has de­
cided to ask for provincial legis­
lation to permit dog races with 
pari-mutuel betting. |
Supporters of the move at thej 
association’s annual convention I 
here recently said betting on dog 
races would boost attendance at' 
fall fairs. '
ULSTER CAPITAL
Belfast, capital of Northern Ire­
land. houses 450.000 of the total 
Northern Ireland population of 
about 1,370.000. ('
BUSY OUTPOST
Suva in Fiji, a city of 37,000, 
is a major trade centre on air 
and sea routes between Australia 
and North America 
to the attomey-general’s office.
Hungarian Exiles 
Clash With Police
NEW YORK (AP)-About 200 
Hungarian exiles, picketing the 
Park Avenue headquarters of the 
Soviet delegation to the United 
Nations, clashed with police when 
the demonstrations got out of 
hand.
THE DAILY COURIER t  
MON. NOV. 10. 1K8
FAMED WRITER
Christina Rossetti, the EngH>H 
poetess who died in 1894, wxota 
her first recorded poem a t
T2.
V
THIS LfTTLE SUtT 
SET ME PACK TWO 
VifCKS'SALAWAÎ ’O 








...c o o t. PUT NOT COLP-THE 







SOP, AMD LOCK 
INTELLECTUAL YU) 
CANTMWSJ
NO, SON. AMP 
FOR HEAVEN'S SAK̂ 
YOU KIPS RUN 
OUTSIDE AND
NOW,WAT'S THE NUMBER OF TOAT AMERICAN 
DOCTOR?...SORRY, SAWYER...AT WITS' END 
THIS MORUIHG. WIFE'S AWAY, COOK'S PAYOFF, 
GOVERNESS DIDN'T SHOW UP. AND THE EWSASSYS 
BEEN CAIUNG EVERY FIFTEEN MINUTES.
A T  OUCH, 
NISHNHS6/
r ALMOST FOX&CfT SOWSTUINS.’
S 5NO oftocae back to hgad- 
CJUARTERS.NAVS or.VOS SHOT.I 
US TOLD MS BRAOrOaP HAP '




, N O  D E A R "
[ t h e r e ARE
> NO G IR LS  
HERE A N D  
,  I  CAN
> rc3ve rr
11*10
BOYS, W IL L  
■VOU COME IN  
„  . A ND  HELP ME 
PROVE
'"’“̂ASOMETHING
"^SHE snaD oeSN Y ^ 






I S E E M T 'B E  G ITTIN 'A , 
FEW  NICKELS AN*.j 
PE N N IE S AHEAD 
A G A IN ../
SE T C H A  IT’S  A 3 0 U T J  





^ — a s
CAREFUU, 
rOOFYl THAT 
FOX IS AWFUL 
S.WAKTl
A VEAH- 
SO'AV I  J
&
I 'L L  6 E T  T H A T  
W IS B  G U V  
TOMORROW
NO RUSH
A baby s h o u l d  be allowed 
plenty of time for kicking and 





M S S  AMNESIAS P££N  
IN THATRiXiM  FPR. 
HALF AN HOUR-SHE  
^OUSHTTO HAVE THE  
JOBSEW EPUR  
0Y T H S T1M E !,
NOWP
J T 6 0 ?
cboRlTHIN^Xf 
(WNA. SHEfiklO \  
SHETHOOSHTI 










FIRST, I  GOT MY LEG 
CUT IN A FIGHT, them 
ACARIWASINBACMU), 
OVERAaiFF,
AND YOUR NAME IS SAWYER? 




NAME. BUT SEEMED TERRIBtY 








WHILB )fevSL KUSUSS, WITH TROCVIg 7D
iffra n c e i*T a rn c K  a t  t u b  nu ixopcscx.,,. 
B !ttcK  u u xm a s  p r b p a m v o u s  t o  lb a v b . .
f t  W W T  nORK, 
vDuu- NEVT« ®er
•ytPU NAVB NO 
AUTHoanry HBaff, 
g!tADPOR:>l M3UII 
UITTLH PARCa 15 
OVSKJ
OADOy,VWlLL'VtX» 
, • H ELP M E ?  I'M  
^TRYING TO TE A C H  
ELM ER TD  ROLL 
OVER A N D  HE  
O O E S N T G E T  
.T H E  ID E A
m NOW, DADDY- 
SHOW ELMER 
WHAT VJE MEAN 
BV ROLLING 
OVER










I  COULD HARDLY MAKE ! 
OUT YOUR NAME,
...AN’ I COULDN’T 
ONE WORD O’TH’, 
MESSAGE//
MY, I  DO WISH PEOPLE 
WOULD WRITE MORE r  
PLAINLY/ I
II IIH“l* KUUM-
‘ txGSONB r r i  
THIS IS WHY T HATS 
TO GO SHOPPING 
WITH YOU, MINNIE 1
PLEASE STAY 
CLOSE, MlCKHVl
S T A V C L O S E l) ,,^
-II---. ---- ^  WarUElilitiftaAarrad
E 5 T ~ m
K O I ' / ,
where T ^ ^ K T i  
»
1\
s t a r t  dow nT 
t h e r e  a n d
WE'LL m e e t  
IN t h e  MiDDLEf
1 2 a :
1' r
ICr/ ■ V M  9 li
Cl
£—
THAT n o ise  Wq HEARD M  
CAME from THE ROAP.PALE? 
fflJT •™g BANK HERB |S  ' 
TOO 6TEBP TD CLIMBl L£T% 
LOOK FOR A PEHER ‘ 
SPOT/
( 7




I'^AUSED 'tTIIS FIAT TIRE
RCJy.LOOK  ̂
BACK HERE/
THE NOI^ W& 
HEARD DOWN J  
IN THE _  2 mm
WHOEVER WA5 YOU'RE RIGHT.' 
PULLING THIS THEY, HAP TO
IT/ . THEANIAAAL
PO YOU SUPPOSE IT 
TRIO0ER JUNIOR ?
r A P « IT K f iT R -O r \  
, pwAVivoao/Fast:,; 
[ il l  RA<a A P A flS ^
vr
{(•!»"
NOlV WRLB TVItyTtB ^  
OPPBAliMCaiLLnCK I 













VOU LOOK «50RT\ a CA6B OF N50HNA 
OPTTREPMR. /..HAROLV 6LBPTA 






that WAS the OUST 
&LCSP m  HAP IN 
Asua,. ANPITOXVB 




PAROER CHAIRS • 
INSTALUIOWMY 
iB e f^ C O M li
KELOWNA WILL REMEMBER THEM Students' Conference Favors Lighter 
Travel Curbs For School Functions
Worksh<H» featured the second 
and final day of the eighth an­
nual ccmference of students’ 
councils of the Okanagan-Simil- 
kameen at Rutland Saturday.
Before the workshops broke up 
for the final general meeting, 
delegates had agreed that, among 
other things, Canadian football 
should be adopted more general­
ly in B.C. high schools, that 
school spirit should be aroused 
by leaders and use of school sym­
bols should be stressed more, 
and that greater grants lor trans­
portation to school functions 
should be allowed.
Most delegates also felt that 
the annual should be printed in 
Canada, rather than in the Unit­
ed States.
During the general meeting 
that followed the workshops, a 
! discussion was held on allowing 
! schools adjacent to the Okanagan 
I and Similkameen districts to 
I join the association.
I PENTICTON IN 1»59 
• It was also decided that Pen- 
, ticton will host next year's con­
ference.
Workshop chairman was David 




man; Teeney Almond and Joyce 
Tcrai, secretaries.
Schol government — George 
Kyle, chairman: Eleanor Herr- 
1 ling and Bernice Kyle, secretar­
ies.
Clubs—Duane Thomson, chair­
man; Karen Clement and Annie 
Sakamoto, secretaries.
Fine arts—Elaine Patro, chair­





them on Remembrance Day. And 
the poppy, which grew over the 
graves of so many soldiers in the 
First World War, has become a 
symbol of that remembrance.
That is why, when we wear a 
poppy, and stand in silence on 
Remembrance Day, we are in 
effect saying “ thank you” to 
those brave men who paid for 
our todays with their future.
the conference and the part play­
ed by Rutland High School as 
host. Interviews were obtained by 
Mary-Anna Kirschner, who writes 
the school column. Voodoo’s Caul­
dron. that appears regularly in 
the Daily Courier.
Marion Donallanko, Armstrong: 
“ I think the conference benefits 
everyone because of the vast ex­
change of ideas.”
Sandy Trump, Oliver; “The 
information which is exchanged 
and the inter-school relations are 
very beneficial to all attending.” 
Les Vanderlinde, Keremeos: 
“The conference is great because 
of the ideas exchange, especially 
between Canadian schools and 
American schools.”
Paul Manley, Kamloops ad­
visor: “A Greek philosopher once 
said. ’To speak of one’s mind is 
original and creative.’ I feel that 
having a conference for high 
school students is not only a 
media of inter-change of ideas, 
but a genuine experience that 
they cannot gain anywhere else.” 
RUTLAND COMPLIMENTED 
Gail Ansell, Penticton: “ I
thoroughly enjoyed the confer­
ence and I feel they are very 
helpful in organizing our school 
so that the students get the most 
out of it.”
Amerigo Biollo, Vernon: “For 
the size of the school, I thought 
Rutland did a terrific job in put 
ting on the conference. The 
theme (Mexican) was well car­
ried out through the supper and 
dance.”
Ken Hoshowski, Kamloops: 
“Mexican theme was very effec 
tive and left a pleasant atmos 
phere. The dance was excellent.” 
Omak, Wash., delegates: Ihey
tern Is quite different from the 
American and feel they have 
gained considerable knowledge 
from the conference.
Cynthia Russo, Rutland: “The 
conference was tremendously 
well organized and I hope there 
will be many more similar ones 
as their value to youth today is 
unlimited.”
Here are some comments on think the Canadian school sys-
Totems Soaring High 
in WHL Western
(Editor’s note; Following is the 
text of a short address on the sig­
nificance of Remembrance Day, 
which address was delivered to 
many classrooms in schools all 
across Canada. Parents should 
ask their children to read this to 
get a better insight into the whys 
and wherefores of the November 
11 observance, the sadness and 
lessons each Remembrance Day 
recalls.)
On November 11. Canadians 
gather a t war memorials in some 
2,000 cities, towns and villages. 
Here they will stand with heads 
bowed and a poppy on their 
breast. In the two minutes of sil­
ence, they will pay tribute to 
the more than 100,000 Canadians 
who were killed in war.
Each will remember in his own 
way. Perhaps veterans will think 
of comrades as they were a few 
seconds before their death. Wives 
will remember the long wait for 
husbands who went to war and 
never returned. Parents will 
think of boys who were so young 
when they left home for the last 
time. And some will think of a 
father who went away such a 
IfiHg time ago.
TOEY WERE YOUNG 
lY es, many Canadians will re­
member the dead in many ways. 
But what should the Remem- 
bfrance Day ceremony mean to 
you, a student? You are young 
and do not remember the last 
WnrT Yet, it wasn't so long ago, 
not ns older people measure 
' time.
Perhap.s the mo.st Important 
thing for you to remember is that 
many of the dead were not much
to war. They went from class­
rooms such as yours. Many were 
flying'bombers while still in their 
teens. Others were storming the 
beaches at Dieppe, or in Italy or 
in Normandy long before their 
twenty-first birthday. So one 
thing to remember is that they 
were young.
One also might think of what 
they left. Their future was as 
grand as your plans for next 
summer’s vacation. They left the 
excitement and magic of autumn 
afternoons and football; the 
swift, silent swoops of skiis on 
powdered snow; basketball, hoc­
key, track and dozens of things 
which you enjoy.
NEVER TO RETURN
Then you might think about 
how they were able to leave these 
things, knowing that they might 
never come back. And when you 
think of this you will be getting 
close to understanding the—fuU_ 
meaning of their sacrifice.
They were as alive as you are, 
as full of hope and enthusiasm 
for life. Yet they were willing to 
sacrifice that life so that we 
might continue to live as free 
people.
Through their death, t h e y  
bought freedom for future gen­
erations. Today we may tend to 
take much of this freedom for 
granted, But look about you. 
Think of what you plan to do to­
night or tomorrow or next week­
end. Then ask yourself if you 
would bo enjoying the same priv­
ileges and pleasures if those 
men had not paid for it with their 
lives.
The answer, obviously, is no
EISENHOWER
older than you when they went That’.s why we pay tribute to
HEALTH COLUMN
(Continued from Page 1) 
sources need to be drawn upon 
to the greatest extent possible, 
but the Asian nations should also 
explore the full potentialities of 
private enterprise.
4. Greater provision for public 
loans on normal bankable terms 
—for projects such as highways. 
He noted the World Bank, which 
already is extending such loans, 
has agreed to consider an , in­
crease in the bank’s capital sub­
scriptions. The U. S. believes 
there should be an increase he 
said, as well as an increase in 
the quotas of the International 
Monetary Fund.
5. Expansion of development 
financing to provide borrowers 
with greater flexibility regarding 
repayment terms. This, Eisen­
hower said, will help make pos­
sible many sound projects which 
cannot q u a l i f y  fo r, bankable 
loans.
The president said the U. S. 
would welcome contributions of 
other nations in this field. He 
again proposed creation of an in­
ternational development associa­
tion—a second World Bank—to 
mobilize the financial resources 
of the free world for this pro­
gram.
Eisenhower said his proposal 
for trade expansion, Increased 
technical assistance and more 
public loans on normal bankable 
terms are already charted and 
in some cases under way. But 
h i s  recommendations dealing 
with more private investment 
and expanded development finan­
cing on flexible terms remain to 
be carried out.
Use Care When Buying 
pocks For Youngsters
By Herman N. Bundesen, M.D.perspiratlon. and a wlcking abil-
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Seattle ’?otems just keep roll­
ing along at the top of the West­
ern Hockey League’s coast divi­
sion.
The Totems, with Gord Sin­
clair and defenceman Frank Ar­
nett scoring third - period goals, 
edged Spokane Flyers 4-3 Sunday 
night to lengthen their lead over 
second-place Vancouver Canucks 
to seven points. It was Seattle’s 
fourth straight win.
The tw o  unanswered goals 
wiped out a 3-2 lead built up by 
Spokane through two periods on 
goals by Ching Johnson, Bev Bell 
and Del Toppoll.
Seattle scorers besides Sinclair 
and Arnett were Gerry Leonard 
and Cummy Burton.
FRANCIS STARS
Although his team lost, Spo­
kane’s Emile Francis appeared 
to be the star of the game, stop- 
ing 30 shots on his net. Ching 
Johnson Bev Bell and Del Top- 
poll did the scoring honors for 
Flyers.
In the only other WHL game 
Sunday S a s k a t o o n  Quakers 
downed Vancouver Canucks 5-4 
in an afternoon session in Van 
couver for their first win on their 
coast tour.
Bob Robinson last year with 
the Canucks made things tough 
for his former buddies by scor' 
ing three Saskatoon goals. The 
other two went to Merv Kuryluk 
who played last year for Calgary 
Stampeders.
Canuck s c o r e r s  were Ted 




mous donor has underwritten the 
cost of a $2.50,000 swimming pool 
building for the Royal Victoria 
College of Women, The pool is to 
open next year.
“What is the only article of 
cimhing that cannot l>c launder­
ed and clonpcd’f 
'Your shoes, of course.
vary fact should moke 
It-obvious that shoes, and with 
thorn socks, play an nll-imiwr- 
tont role in keeping your feet 
healthy.
SOCKS CAUSE TROUBLE 
Many foot troubles, in fact, 
ii|t<;n’t caused by stioes, but by 
poorly fitting and improper 
socks.
Parents generally lnsi.st that 
shoes they surchase for tholr 
children must fit properly. But 
they aren’t nearly so concerned 
olibut the fit of the socks which 
acuinlty encase the feet they 
want to protect.
8o let me pass on a few Ups 
an buying socks. \
m iY THEItl LONGER ^
To eliminate pressure on chil­
dren’s toc.i caused by tight »ock.s,
«(bW suro that tliose you Iniy for | need tile 
your youngster nit? one-hair ' 
longer then ,his longest hH>,
socks should te* capable 
oi. keeping the 'fcct dry under 
conditions of cold, heat, <l.tmj>- 
n<$ji and iiemplratlon Inducesl 
by. Uie extrema activity of chll- 
dren. \ .
They should be iijiade of a yarn 
that has the three-fold capacity 
jf  high absorbency, ndixpinte 
OorosHy to i)crmll air to circulate 
srotind the feet for evaixjraltoa of
ity to conduct p(?rspirntlon to 
other portions of the sock. This 
latter point will nld evaporation 
by n more even distribution of 
moisture.
Bulky, socks generally absorb 
moisture pretty well, but they 
tend to slow evaporation to a con­
siderable extent. Besides, bulky 
socks are npt to produce Irrita­
tions. especially when tlght-fitllng 
shoe.s are worn, And these Irrita­
tions frequently result In corn.s, 
callouses or blisters.
FREQUENT EXAMINATION
Shoes and socks of growing 
children should bo examined fn?- 
quently. to make sure that the 
youngsters haven't outgrown 
them.
Even around the house I ad- 
vl.so against permitting children 
to go barefoot. Feet aren’t fully 
developed until the ago of 18.
HELPING OUT
HAMILTON (CP)—Members of 
the Quota Club here bring tholr 
own food to dinner meetings, but 
don’t cat it. Each member brings 
a can of food which goes Into 
baskets for old-age pensioners.
STEADY WORKER
GALT, Ont. (CP)-M rs, K. C. 
Vanstone has been made a life 
member of the Anglican Church 
women’s association here, for 
work with tho junior auxiliary in 
her own church and In Waterloo 
deanery.
Winnipeg Warrior.s, who had 
been unbeaten in five WHL 
games though still trailing the 
prairie division, dropped a 5-2 de­
cision to the third-place Calgary 
Stampeders Saturday night.
Sid Finney scored three times 
for Stamps and assisted on Lou 
Jankowski’s goal. The fifth Cal- 
fr.ary goal came from Wayne 
Hicks. Gerry Brisson and Ray 
Brunei scored for Winnioeg.
In other games Saturday night 
Seattle Totems trounced Sixikane 
Flyers 3-1; Vancouver and the 
Cougars played to a 3-3 overtime 
draw in Victoria and New West­
minster Royals edged the touring 
Saskatoon Quakers 5-4.
In Spokane Seattle pushed 
across two goals within 57 sec 
onds and followed up with one 
more later in the game. Rudy 
Filion Guyle Fielder and Val 
Fonteyne did the honors for the 
Totems with Ben Woit replying
for Spokaner——___ _--
Canucks’ star centre Phil Mai 
oney was knocked out of action 
for six weeks with a shoulder 
separation. The Victoria scoring 
was handled by A1 Nicholson 
Stan Baliuk and Doug Macauley 
Danny Belisle scored twice and 
Ray Cyr fired the other one for 
Vancouver.
MALONEY OUT 
At New Westminster Paul Mas. 
nick and Pat Hannigan each 
scored twice for the Royals and 
Gene Ubriaco got the other. Bob 
Robinson, Gord Labossiere, Reg 
Primeau and Bob Kabel counted 
for Saskatoon.




280 Bernard K v c . 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
(as at 12 noon)








Cons. Denison 12?« 13
Gunnar 16ti
Hudson Bay 58V4 59
Noranda 54^* 53
PIPEUNES
Alta Gas 20^ 20Ti
Inter Pipe H V *  474<
North Ont. Gas I4l»
Trans Can Pipe 29 29\4
Trans Mtn UMi 11^
Que. Nat. 23V« m *
Westcoast V.T. 21V* 23^i
B R IT E  B IT S
RICHLANDS. Va. (A P I- 
Listed among the speakers at 
an annual Women’s Christian 
Temperance Union meeting 
here was Mrs. T. A. Drinker.
BOURNEMOUTH, England 
(AP)—From now on, distance 
runner Ken Daily will take 
his night workouts in just a 
plain sweat suit.
His luminous model, de­
signed so motorists could 
spot him trotting along the 
road, was in tatters today- 
victim of an owl.
The bird was settling down 
quietly the other night when 
along came Ken in his lu­
minous suit. The owl didn’t 
take to it, flew down and 
ripped it from chin to belt.
LONDON :AP) — The za- 
.niest concert in London’s mu­
sical history will be held at 
the Royal Festival Hall Nov. 
21. It will feature a pneu­
matic road drill, a bouncing 
table tennis ball and a ship’s 
siren.
Gerard Iloffnung, London 
prcxiucer, said he is promot­
ing the concert, featuring the 
Morley College Symphony, in 
what he calls The Hoffnung 
Interplanetary Musical Festi­
val of 1958.
Principal selection to be 
played by the orchestra from 
the little south London college 
will be a symphony based on 
the harmony of United Na­
tions and summit meetings.
EAST L A N S I N G ,  Mich. 
(AP)—Love is rocking the 
boat at Michigan State Uni­
versity.
The student congress says 
there’s too much smooching 
on canoe rides on the Red 
Cedar River. The campus 
newspaper says the congress 
should paddle its own canoe.
“Morality codes are not 
student congress’ area,” the 
Michigan State News said in 
an editorial. It accused the 
congress of trying to play the 
role of a "Victorian Sunday 
school teacher” by trying to 
legislate student morality.
At the heart of the matter 
was a resolution passed by 
the congress calling on stu­
dents witnessing “undesirable 
behavior” on canoe rides to 
report the offenders to school 
authorities. “Undesirable be­
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Aluminum 31% 31!i, ,
B.C. Forest 13%
P.C. Phone 41% 42 *
B.C. Power 38V* 38%
Bell Phone 41% 42
Can. Brew 35% 36
Con. Cement 34
Canada Iron 35% 37
CPR 28% 23%
Cons. M. and S. 21% 22
Crown Zell 20 20%
Dist.-Seagrams 32’s 33
Dom. Stores 74% 75
Dom. Tar 14Vs 14%
Fam. Plavers 21% 22 i
Ford “A" 103 104 ;
Ind, Acc. Corpn. 37% 37*4
Inter. Nickel 87 87%
Kelly Doug. ”A” 7% 7*h'
Massev 10*i
McMillan “B” 36% 37 i
Ok. Helicopters 3.80 3,90
Ck. Hcl. Pfd. 11% 11%
Ok. Phone 10% 11%:
Powell River 38'4 38%'
A. V. Roe V '?% n  ;
Steel of Can. 28% 28%
Walkers 31 3i 4
Weston “A” 32*4 33
We.st. Ply offer 18
Woodward's "A” 18% 18V;
OILS & GAS
B.A. Oil 39% 40
Cdn. Delhi 7% 8
Cdn. Husky 13% 14 -
Cdn. Oil 26% 27 ’
Home Oil "A” 17T'8 18%
Home Oil ”B” 17% 18%
Imp. Oil 43'/8 43%
Inland Gas 7% 7%!
McColl-Frontenac 61% 62
Pacific Pete 17*.i 18
Provo 3.15 3.20 i
MUTUAL FUNDS
All Cdn Comp. 7.29 7.90
All Cdn Div. 6.10 6.63!
Cdn Invest Fund 9.13 10.01
Divers “B” 3.75 4.10
Grouped Income 3.81 A 1̂;
Gr. Inc. Accum 5.16 5.64
Investors’ Mut. 10.85 11.74
Trans-Canada “B” 28.55
Trans-Canada ”C” 5.85 6.35
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Holland has more than 16,000
S.VND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING
J. W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 SUrlInc Place
CAUTIONS PARENTS
WINDSOR, Ont. (CP)-Chair- 
man of a parent-teachers meeting 
here, A. Bajona, said: “we can­
not expect our children to value 
an education if father’s only read 
ing material is the comics and 
sports page, and mother’s leisure 
time is spent at bridge and gos­
sip, while the whole family is sub­
jected to murder on television.”
L O O K
'L A D IE S ! !
M rs. Bea Douglas
Make-up Artist 








T h u r s . ,  N o v .  1 3  
11 a.m. to 4  p.m.
For advice on skin caro 
and make-up






Australia now has about 74,000 
aborigines, compared with 300,- 
000 when the first white settlers 
arrived in 1788.
OF LAWRENCE
P e o p le  
D o  R e a d  
S m a ll  




Hockey, Football Coaches Have 'Em
By JACK SULLIVAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer '
If it's gimmicks you want, 
hockey and football coaches have 
them by the hatful. They’ve been 
known to seek aid from scien­
tists, cooks and psychologists In 
their everlasting efforts to pro­
duce winning clubs,
The gimmicks haven't always 
worked, but at least these fellows 
can’t be faulted for lack of imag­
ination. There’s ' nothing pedes­
trian about then),
Jim Trimble, coach of the 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats, is ah old 
hand at the game. In 1953, when 
ho coached Philadelphia Eagles
of the National Football League, another slump and Gene Leone
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Canadian Army officers won 
tho intcrnatiopnl military team 
jumping championship at Madison 
Square Garden, Now York, 21 
years ago today to climax tholr 
successful invasion of the United 
Slates. With a low aggregate of 
12 faults, the Canadians topped 
teams from tho U.S., Belgium, 




 Jt  it  linlf Inch | i.mpcrly fUted shix -i
And lliey need the
. ATLANTA (API—Julius Boros, 
All during the time they (ire dxilstered by a shot of penicillin, 
growing tmd developing they 'i)»do lil.s return to the golfing
ngidmd biieleria, fumtu?: and
pcniplridlon that socks can pn>- 
vlde, '
qUI2!mON AND ANSWKR 
A.S.!  ̂ Docs aspirin lose nny 
of Us value after n long |W?rloil 
of time when It Is not kept tilr- 
Ughr '
K lflp
world a triumphant one Sunday 
■ provide, by winning the $25,000 Atlanta 
protection
He had complained of Illness 
and nt oî e llmo eon.sldere<l droj)- 
ping out. But the Injection re­
turned him to winning shape?.
Boros, making his first toumn
Boros, former winner of tho 
Unltyd States Oj>on and Tam 
O’Shnnler world ( erown.s, jiOck- 
eted $3,500 first prize money plu.s 
a bonus, of $.5,000 ns n repent 
winner of tliu event. Ho hns won 
$30,214 Ihl.s year.
He cnirleil a two-stroke lead 
Into tho final round over runner- 
up Cnsi^r and two other yoimg 
pros, Emic Vossler arid BOb 
Wntson, Cas|M>r finished with 286. 
Vosslcr and Watson faltered to
ment a|)|M?aranee In 2H months,
fought gusty winds amt h chid- .................. . ..................
. , ' '’"go by Billy Casper Jr., to wln|291 and 290 rcsiiectlvely.
Afiswer: As ii nue. aspirin will \vifh a'fom-under-pnr 281 for 72l Al Balding of Toronto had 73-
l i  !"if '**!'''' ** tsiholes, He (jhot a two-over-par 74 78-71-76-301 and finlihed out of
kept tightly stopi)crcd, , «h Uto final round, I the money.
I
he pioneered the idea of radio- 
equipped h e I m e t s for quarter­
backs to r e c e i v e  instructions 
from the sidelines.
DIDN’T WORK
The only reason Eagles couldn’t 
moke .space cadets of their quar­
terbacks was that they were un­
able to get receivers small 
enough to fit inside th^ headgear. 
Science came to the rescue three 
years later and Paul Brown of 
tho Cleveland Browns used the 
gadget.
But again there were hitches. 
New York Giants made the oper­
ation n joke by placing n coach 
on the .sidelines with an intercep­
tor set and he relayed Cleveland 
plays to the New York defensive 
team by messenger.
But that wasn’t nil. NFL offi­
cials outlawed tho electronic de­
vice and Coach Brown said he 
used tho radio sparingly because 
tho roars of the crowd drowned 
out Brown’s voice in the quarter 
buck’s helmet receiving set.
Trlmblo pulled another glm' 
mick last week—probably for tlic 
first time In Canadian pro sports 
when he wrote every player of 
his Big Four club a letter. He 
simply told them , that they had 
better get cracking, that things 
had reached "rather an alarming 
state.” \
Tients arc assured of a place 
In tlie Big Four total-point final 
and If they reach the Grey Cup 
donH bo surprised if big Jim con- 
llnucs his, Icttcr-wrlUng. 
RANGERS’ IDEAS
A psychologist and a rc.stmirn 
lour were called in by New York 
RanHors back in 1951 when the 
National Jtechoy League club was 
in a slump. 'The stunt worked for 
n imio while but Itangcra went 
back to their losing ways and fin 
i.shMl fifth—and out of the Stanley 
Cup playoffs.
In November of (hat year 
Frank Boucher, then Ranger 
manager, caUed in Dr. David 
’Tracy with tlio Idea of putting 
the plays straight mentally. After 
a few hOBslons with the doctor, 
Hungers won fomo games and 
Boucher's gimmick was a sue 
cess,
Tho Bongel’a however went into
got into the act with free spe­
cially-prepared meals the after­
noon before each home game. He. 
followed by giving the players a 
shot-glass full of a liquid concoc­
tion exactly one hour before 
game time.
They won their next five home 
games and then were taken off 
the secret potion. Sure enough, 
they went into another slump.
Maybe it was just as well they 
stopped drinking the stuff be­
cause, as centre Edgard Lapradc 
said at the time;
"You take one .swig, you bplch, 







WILL BE HELD AT THE
CENOTAPH
Parade starts from the IvCgion Hall at 10:25
All cx-scrvicemcn, Lcgionnircs and non-tncmbcrs arc in­
vited to fall in at 10:1.S a.m. Dress for Lcgionaircs, berets, 
blazers, medals. After the ceremony a smoker will be held 




In memory of your comrades of land, scit smd air, who 
did not return. Remember them
Join tlie parade . . .  be present at the service
TO ALL CANADIANS 
Remember Them . . .
They Gave Their Today
• • • For Your Tomorrow
I?!
HUNTING FOR BIG SAVINGS?
S I M P S O N S - S E A R S
N O V E M B E R
DEMONSTRATION 
CIRCULAR-CO M ING  SO O N F D O N ’T MISS ITi
